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SECTION II

nocntablas OF THEiEMINAR

jla Morning. March 14

1New Opportunities in Agricultural Education": Homer E. Edwards, Field
Representative, Agr. Eduo.
Division of Vocational and
Technical Education

It is a distinct honor and a personal privilege'to speak to this
group today as you. begin. a full week of much neeaed.cooperative effort and
deliberation aimed toward the improvement .orvocitional-education in agri7_
culture within the central and major agricultural'area of these United
States.

It would be presumptious for me to offer you any. new .formula for
success in providing vocational education for agricultural. occupations when,
in fact, I have observed very few of. -your many successful local and state
programs,. Please allow me, then, to raise some issues with' you for your
continued deliberation this week as work with each other irr plotting a
course in this broad area of vocational education.

The wording of PL 88-210 provides the expansion of opportunity. Our
challenge is to determine specific needs.for vocational education in agri-
culture, then to package and sell our combined best thinking.

The term "vocational agriculture" no longer describes a specific
course or program. It is now a generic name or umbrella under which we
must design many separate programs of vocational education aimed to provide
systematic educational experiences that prepare the individuals enrolled
for a specific entry job in an occupation where agricultural skills and
knowledges are necessary for competency, or programs whose purpose is to
upgrade individuals now working in an agricultural occupation.

The basic purpose:of the Vocational Act of 1963'makes our area of
opportunity'"people" centered. Our concern is, and should be, with peoples,
If as a nation, we are to achieve more closely our goal of full employment
and opportunity for everyone, we must point our efforts at people--all of
the people. Etnpioyers think..first of needs, then jobs, then people. Vo-
cational educators are charged-with the responsibility of thinking first of
people, then jobs, then programs that fit people into personally satisfying
and challenging jobs. To quote the act--so that persons of all ages in all
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communities in the state--will have ready access to vocational training or
retraining--which is of high quality - -which is realistic in light of actual
Or anticipated opportunitieSo for gainful employment--and which is suited to
their--needs,--interests,--and ability to profit from such training. It is

this content that I must operate in attempting to analyze our new opportu-
nities in agricultural education.

One other point. that I urge you to ,keep in mind as we look for our
opp tunities is this: Everyone does not need vocational education in agri-

- cu re but our goal should be to make vocational education in agriculture

av able to those people who want,--need, and can use it.

Let's analyze our opportunities for service, some new, some old, but
perhaps unfilled. .We' must consider (1) high school preparatory programs,
(2) post-high bchool preparatory programs, (3) technician programs (4)

adult or continuing education programs for those now employed in agri-
cultural occupations, and (5) manpower programs for those presently un-
employed or underemployed.

High School Preparatory Programs. The preppnderence of evidence seems to
indicate that there is a need for vocational education in the high school.
We know that Many youth dropout before completing high school and many
more will complete their formal education with high school graduation and
seek immediate employment or enter partnership in a farm business.

It is my opinion that we need to continue to provide high school
programs starting at least by the 10th grade and preferably in the. 9th
grade and/or age 14. These programs, may be. exploratory in nature, but
definitely vocational. They should lead to specialized courses at the
upper high school or post-high level although there is also need for some
special courses for you with specia3..needs.,

Post-Hieh School Preparatory Pro rams. StateS have developed different
patterns in post-high school vocational education. I have separated post-\,
high school progranis from technician programs as I believe there is a
difference. Our main challenge in post-high school programs is probably
the combining of students who have started avocational program while in
high school with students who did not have that opportunity. In talking
about post-high school programs., let's not assume hig school graduation
as a prereqUisite.

Technician Programs, In my. mind, the word "technician" implies those pro-
grams of vocational specialization that. require"for completion a minimum
of one year intensive instruction beyond high school graduation, and of,
course, less than al baccalaFeate degree. In these programs, there is
additional emphasis on the "why", as well as the "how."

Adult Education,. This division of vocational education in agriculture may
sti31 be one of our great areas of opportunity. What percentage of our
employed people in farming and other agricultural occupations are now
enrolled 'in systematic vocational education aimed toward improvement of
occupational efficiency? The courses offered must be of the highest
quality and probably Specialized teachers are needed. Our job is to
package and sell a quality product, not only to those who' may enroll, but
to those who help in the financing and administering of such programs.
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Manpower Davao . We have done very little in the pro-
motion and packaging of MDTA programs in agricultural occupations. No one
else'can 'assess the need and promote courses better than we The law
specifies that underemployed people are eligible for this training as well
asunemployed. We must convince Employment Security and Department of
Labor people of the need for training and perhaps specifically show them
the possibilities. I think we Owe our public this service.

Across the 'lines, I have drawn in this analysis, let's draw five
morehorizontally or vertically as you .choose.

,

Erjki.ctioi;LLp.'a in Particularly at the high school ,and the adult levels,
production farming is now and probably always will be our foremoit program.
We cannot neglect it as we look for new opportunities to be of service to
people.

We still are not providing enough competent .graduates to fill the
vacancies on commercial farms. The, average age of farm operators continues
to increase. Farming is an industry that produces new wealth. It is the
largest individually owned business In the world.

Farming is a dynamic, changing industry requiring increasingly
competent workers. It is a growing industry whose image is improving as
we face the population explosion. To maintain our present diet, we must
double our food output within 35 years on no.more than 8% more land. The
time to train these production specialists is now.

Our adult programs must become more specific and systematic to serve
the needs of present farm operators. We must consider a two of. three year
farm business analysis approach in addition to ongding programs featuring
production practices.

Production AgricultureOther Than Farminfl. The increasingly affluent
society in this country opens wide vistas of educational opportunity in
the rapidly expanding agricultural production business of what were
luxuries a few short years agoflowers, flowering plants, shade trees,
grass, turf, specialty crops, and livestock.

. In many states, all vocational education progranis of this type are
new for vocational agriculture. We must design high quality vocational
programs at all levels, high school through adult.

Processing Agricultural Products. This is new ground to plow. We have
not even determined where the line fences are going to be. The only
guideline we have at present is the. wording of our vocational legislation,
Any occupation involving knowledge and skills in agricultural subjects,
thus requires competenci'eS in one or more of the primary areas of plant
science; soil science, animal science, farm management, agricultural
mechanization and agricultural leadership."

Let's use good judgment and logic as we explore our educational
opportunities here, tempering our judgment with the challenge that vo-
cational education is people centered and we are vocational educators,
Trade and industrial educators can cooperate with us or help us build the
line fence if one is needed.

'V
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Distributing__ ricul 1 Products. 'his, too, is new ground and an area
in which we must cooperate with others in getting the job done. We must
work in close cooperation with our Distributive Education Specialists as
we search for opportunities to be of service to people of all ages.
Remember that the goal is to provide competent peosle, for jobs rather than
to bicker over procedural details.

Servicin xoduction ri ultu This'is fertile ground and an area we
can plow deep. I would fair her divide this field into two categories:

(1) Services for people in production agriculture such as farm
machinery repair and maintenance, artificial breed14-teetudeian..spraying
or fertilizing services, 'etc., farm record analysis plus many others:

(2) Agricultural services for other people such as landscaping,
park and recreational areas management, care of pets, care of riding
horses, etc.

The last three areas I have mentioned are, of course, all new areas
of opportunity. All are based on a prosperous production agri9ulture where
the continued trend toward specialization demands new kinds of programs.

I am completely confident that we professional educators can and
will find these new and exciting opportunities, but, new opportunities
bring new and increased responsibilities to state staff members. Our
program must and will be evaluated. We must compete for funds with_ all
other occupational fields and must prove our judgment.

Program evaluation will be based on (1) the competency of our
graduates and (2) the ability of the graduates to obtain placement in
their chosen occupational copipetency. We may not like this, but it will
be a factor in our future. As we face this challenge, may I suggest that
all of us read and re-read the new objectiyes bulletin prepared by a hard-
working committee of our peers and adopted by our group as well as the
Division of Vocational and Technical Education. Our teachers, too need
to become completely familiar with this document.

As members of the state supervisory and teacher education staffs,
you are charged with the duty of determining direction for your state pro-
gram of vocational education in agriculture. Your preseire at this meeting
indicates your interest. May I take a few minutes to mention some new or
added responsibilities I think are important:

1. WE MUST INFLUENCE THE KIND AND NUMBER OF SPECIFIC PROGRAMS
STARTED WITHIN THE STATE:

a. To prevent duplication of effort.
°b. To assure the variety needed in the state.
o. To place the programs in the areas of the state where needed.
d. To select the best equipped institution.
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,-, The rapid increase of area vocational schools and cOmminity colleges
Mikes this responsibility imisediate and most difficult.

2., WE MUST FOSTER A CONTINUING DIALOGUE WITH DHER GROUPS TO

=TERM= THE PRECISE Tit COMM calm:miss IMPIDIUS
ups= OF BEGINNING EMPIOTEES AT THE SEVERAL AREAS VF

!MOMENT. ,

a. These groups are, willing and anxious to work with us.
b. There should be a state consulting coistittee for each

major occupational area in the state.
C. Utilize the work of National committees, when available.
4. -Keep in communication with neighboring states.
e. Divide staff responsibility to achieve & close working

relationship on a -continuing ,basise
f. In many cases, these people ate not familiar with our program

or its many opportunities for- service. We cannot assume they
will be enthusiastic toward us. We must prove our ability.
These axe' flew groups for most of us.. Use Trade Associations
and University specialists in making contacts.
Insist on job enalyeis within the different levels of
beginning employeent.

WE MUST MAKE SURE THAT PROGRAMS ARE OF SUFFICIENT BitFADTH
AND DEPTH TO ASSURE EMPIDIABILITL

: .

a. This includes high standards for" supervised occupational
experience.
Prepatittory vocational programs require supervised occu-
pational experience commensurate with the students
occupational objective..

C. Written agreements areessentill'to protect the student, the
school, and the anployei%

d. The graduate when Placed, proves the worth of the program. He

must be competentlat.the level trained..

1. WE.MUST RECOGNIZE AND PLAN FOR INCREASED war= OF PEOPLE.,

a. .Many students will stait a program iu one school and complete
in another, or transfer from a comprehensive high school to an I
area vocational school. Repetition, should be kept_to a minimum.
Is there a commoody of knowledge that should be achieved in
grades 9 and 10 f m which preparatory students go into the
various specialized programs?

a. Can we prepaie and agree on a job analysis that fits in logical
sequence for Various levels of. competence? ,-
Consideration should be given to teaching on the basis of
occupational objective rather than community needs--A horizontal
rather than a vertical approach.



WE MUST BUILD PLATEAUS INTO PREPARATORY PROGRAMS WHERE STUDENTS OF
LESSER ABILITY OR DESIRE CAN BEGIN EMPIONENT ON A TEMPORARY OR
PERMANENT BASIS.

As we explore our role in occupational education, we should see
and identify hierarchies of jobs in agricultural occupationi.
This 'insight might be stated as providing for "open-ended" occu-
pational preparation. It might start with occupational preparation
at the high school level, from which stUdents may .move into vo-
cational programs at the post-high school or junior college level,,
and in some cases, into a fouis.year college. 'Each of the
occupational curriculums must lead to an identifiable occupation.
We must find job opportunities and vocational programs for the
person with lobs ability and assist in removing the Stigma of
service occupations in or out of agricultural occupations. There
is -dignity in work--in competence at every level--and in taking a
place or contributing to the goals of our society..
Most preparatory programs begin with a coiomon body of skills and
knowledge that can start" at .a fairly 'early age. .LetIs not buy
the idea of postponing vocational education until after high
school.

WE MUST DETERMINE THE NUMBER AND KINDS OF TEACHERS WE NEED, THEN
ACTIVIELY RECRUIT AND PREPARE THEM TO DO' A HIGH QUALITY JOB OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

Consider new programs, ;retirements,. promotions and 'number
leaving teaching in determination. of number.
There ,are some decisions to be made as to. source. of teachers ..

for Vocational education--college graduates in agricultural
education, college, graduates -.in. agriculture, successful' agri.i.

altural experience, when and where will education course work
be done, amount of occupational experience needed.
Teaching' must' become a more desired occupation.

-.

WE MUST PROVIDE A. SYSTEMATIC PROGRAM OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING FOR
BOTH OUR. PRESENT TEACHERS AND THOSE WHO FILL NDIT POSITIONS.

a. Retreading is not enough. Threehours of landscape horticulture
will not change a dairy major to a horticultural specialist.

b. W_ e must take steps to eliminate the fear of present teachers
that. they must teach all .agricultural occupations or lose out;
and to prevent below-ave:.-..age teachers from changing present
program to a poorer program in emerging agricultural occupations.
Keeping up with scientific progress in all specialists is
becoming more important daily. A systematic in-service train....
ing schedule .must be devised and some degree of teacher
.selection for enrollment 'maintained.
In some states, teacher education departments needto be,
enlarged to provide personnel whose main concern is in-service
training.

e. In--service teacher education programs must recognize the need
for 12 month teacher employment. Concentrated courses or drive-
in courses are needed..
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WE MUST SHOW THE WAY IN SHARING.

a. Teaching materials

1. National contracts
2. Share state prePared materials with each other. Keep others

i
informed as to plrs to prevent needless duplication.

3. High quality is e ential.
4. Only by sharing responsibility can we produce the needed

materials for emerging needs.
5. Successful teachers should be used in the Preparation of

teaching materials--be practical. If used, give them time
to do a competent job"

6. Teaching aids are as-important as source units,. modules and
course outlines.

Sharing with other vocational services

1. There is a job to be done. Let's ,build on, the competencies
or other vocational educators and take the lead in co-
operation:.
We have competencies that can be made available to other
services.
ConsIder job analysis, cot lding, teaching, in-
'service training, teachin materials.

c. Facilities and equipment between local departments and between
program areas. .

WE MUST BE MORE 'CONCERNED WITH PROGRAM GOALS (COMPETENCE AND
EMPTOYABIL/TY) THAN WITH PROCEDURES.

,

. Innovation _should be cultivated.- We need new ideas.
*Ja. High program' goals require better facilities for learning,

equipment, supplies,' teaching materials. .

10. ,WE MUST INCREASE AND IMPROVE STATE PROFESSIONAL STAFF.

a. Variety Of programs demand more supervision and leadership
from the state level.

b. Someone must keep up to .date on specialized programs.
Delegation of responsibility-is essential.
We are working with more groups and indiViduals, consulting
committees, local school boards, colleges, area schools., etc.
Contacts must be made, informational materials are needed.

d. 'New .occupations are emerging. 0

e. Consider need for advanced study, research, sabbatical leave,
instructional aids, etc.

f: Let's maintain a continuity of leadership by locating and
employing younger people into state positions.
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1Cu. probab2...? nave r3tdd Mat few specific new programs have been
mentioned and that most_of my discussion on issues has been in generalities.
Many important areas.of agricultural:. education such as follow-up .records,
the need for .experimental and pilot programs, youth organizations., re-
search, contests, and awards, the image of agriculture, and administrative
policy have been omitted but are not of less importance,

For those omitted and for those mentioned, our next.step is to
agree on principles of operation as we have already agreed on the objec-
tives. This conference will help solidify our thinking so that positilre
action*,can and will take-place in each state in the region. Mr. Hunsicker
pledges his assistance and that of the Washington Office. I -can speak for
the Region V office and for my unknown partner in the Region VI office in
stating we are at your service where we can be of help to you. In tact,
we need your help in determining where we can be of greatest assistance.
Your candid opinion as to our role is solicited.

It is my honest opinion that we face an ever increasing opportunity
and responsibility in vocational education for agricultural occupations.
We have the desire the capacity, and the will to move forward and we will.

it.

i
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Memorial service to

S.

.1

Claude. C. Minteer, Associate Professor, lberitus, -Department of
Agricultural Education, University of Nebraska., died Monday, January 17,
1966:-at the age of 77.,

. ,.
On January' 28, 1919, following discharge from the army,

Minteer began his teaching service in vocational:agriculture at Bratton-
Union Consolidated School in southeast Nebraska. .

In June, 1919, he was given the opportunity by Dr. H. E. Bradford
to become a member of the newly established Department of Agriculture and
Home Economics Education .of the University of Nebraska His work
officially started at the University September 1', 1919.

"C. as he was known by his many friends, *was born in Conrad,
Iowa and moved to Nebraska at age of 21.., He graduated from
Iowa State College with a B. of So. degree in 1916.. His master's degree
was receiVed at Nebraska in 1922. He also attended. Cornell University.

In the 35 years with the University of Nebraska, all but two and,
one-half years were directly Connected with the vo-ag *teacher -training
work. The, "time-out" was as Assistant Director of War Training. during
World War II.

A

Four hundred and eighty-seven men completed qualifications as
vo-ag instructors under Professor Minteerls. guidance. He has watched
with pride as these men'advancelt to important positions in Nebraska and
all points east, west, north, and south. .,

Professor Minteer retired from the University of Nebraska in 1954".
For the next four years he worked with the state highway testing laboratory.
Mr. Minteer was a 30-year 'iemberof-the American.Aegion, a membe(r of the
Masonic Lodge 19 AF&AM, Scottish,'Tiite,.Shrine, Gamin Sigma ,Delta, Phi-
Delta Kappa, Lambda .Chi Alpha, and School Masters Club of Nebraska.
SurviVors include his wife; Susan, of 1.120 N. 37th Street, Lincoln, ,

Nebraska; son, Bruce, a teacher-in, the Scottsbluff public schools; and
two sisters.

O
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Central States Seminar Program

Tuesday Moz;ninAL riltsbjj,

Businefis Meetinit: Chairman, C. V. -Roderick, Missouri
Secretary, Arnold Cordes, Wisconsin

Question: Shall we continue this 13-state Regional Conference as
condubted in the past?.

Motion by Harold 13yrati, seconded by Ray Agar), to continue
the Regional Conference. Motion carried by voice vote.

Question: What is the preferred time for this. Regional Conference?

.Motion by Harold Urton, seconded by Ray Agan, to hold
conference on dates comparable to this year. Doyle. Beyl
moved, Flo;r1 Doering seconded, to amend the motion that
the first Conference session begin Monday at 1 :00 p.m.
The Amendment was lost by a120 to 16 vote. The original
motion was then passed by a-voice vote.

-,Questiorif What is the preferred length of the Regional Conference?

Motioh by Curtis Weston, seconded by De Alton, that
determination of conference length be decided by the
program committee. . Motion carried by voice vote.

, ,

Neal Gingery, Nebraska, announced the dates of the Nebraska Research
Conference-mArigust .2 to 4, 1966.

. .

The 'Chairman announced the Nominating Committee members. as -folio
Harry Nessian, Harold Urton, Ray Ann, and Clarence.Bundy, Chairmen.

A pall was taken as a guide, to Homer Edviards to determine workshop
preferences in the Technical Program areas:

a. Organisation of a National Young
Farmer organisation

b. Off-farm agricultural eqUipment
c. FFA executive secretaries
d. Instructional materials
e. Farm business analysis
f. Off-farm agricultural mechanics
g. Agri-butiness
h. Disadvantaged youth

9 votes.
17 votes
10 votes

- 22 votes
- 11 votes
- 14 votes
- 9 votes

9 votes

A. show of hands indicated the group present to be in favor of shifting
the scheduled Friday morning program to Thursday evening and Conference
adjournment to follow that session.

The Business Meeting was adjourned at 8:35 a.m.

.

A



"Objectives, Goals, or Fundamentals
of High School Instructional Program": Ray Agin,

Kansas State University
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For a.period of time, which seemed like several. years; we asked
ourselves at this conference the question: Is..vocational agriculture at
the crossroads, which way should' we go? Today we findlourselves rocketed
down a multi-lane road with much traffic (away, beyond that well-worn cross-
road upon which we circled for so long. The propellant for our, rocketing
is thel4orris-Perkins Ler, the Vocational Education Act of 1963, which we
now find ourselves attempting to control, attempting to implement to the
best advantage. The question of "When" is past-awe now search for a more
complete answer to the question of "How "

.. Modern objectives for vocational, and technical education in agri-
culture have. been well outlined for us in an office of education bulletin
under this title. Basically they follow our conference outline today or
we follow them even though the rough outline for our conference was
prepared before the bulletin was distributed. The three major objectives
seem, to me to be (1) to develop competencies in'production agriculture, (2)
to develop the teaching of. agricultural occupational opportunities, and (3)
to provide occupational experience programs. The other three (a) placement,
(b), ,human relations, and (c) leadership, seem to me to blend into the first
three, and perhaps fit well into the future farmer part of our program of
instruction.. The question of "hovi" has grown until we worry about how to
adequately teach just one phase of the program in, the time we have. With
the technical knowledge.of production.agricultare doubling before the next
decade, how can we even adequately teach this phase of our field? Edu-
cation'must step up its prooess if it is to keep step with society. An
example of the accelerated speed with which-we are competing.is shown in
the. fact. that it took 112 years for the.science of photography to move
from discovery, to use commercially. It took 56 years for the. same process
with the telephone, 35 years with the radio, 15 years for radar,. 12 years .

for television, 6 years for the atom bomb, and 5 years for .transistors.
This acceleration of social change is followed with the phenomena of en-
largemtint-of social organization and mass processing of people.

.We becomb acquainted with the word "cybernation" whiCh refers to
both the manipulation and fabrication of material objects by automation
and to the manipulation of symbols by computers. Using the word
ncybernatiOn" saves continually. repeating "automation and computers,"
and it eliminates the sense of rigid mechanization that tends to be
semantically associated with the word automation. The word cybernetics
came from the Greek word meaning steersman or helmsman. In the chemical
industry, this process of cybernation has out production jobs by 3 per
cent since 1956 while output has increased by 27 per cent. In the steel
industry, it has. made 17,000 less jobs and increased production by 20 per
cent. Bell telephone now handles 50 per cent more calls with 10 per cent
less people. The Bureau of Census had 50 statisticians on a job in 1960
that required 4,100 employees 10 .years before. .In agriculture, the meat
industry has 28,000 fewer workers and has increased output by 3 per cent.
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The fanner, likewise, now produces food for himself and 31 others. This

figure in 19119 was himself and 15 others. So, cybernation has come to

farming, agriculture.

We are not only faced with this type of change as we attempt to
educate, but we also are challenged to teach a population on the move
where every year one American in five changes his address and one person
in four now lives in a state other than -the one in which he was born. As

vocational educators, we have the problem of preparing experts in the
phenomenon of accelerated social change and the phenomena of large
organizations and mass processing of people. All this indicates that
improved methods must be found- .methods become more and more important
in their relationship to the subject matter. Increased attention to

methodology is a must when we fully realize that added to the rapidly
growing production-agriculture body of knowledge we also have a very
real and pressing obligation, if we are to fulfill our function '

adequately as outlined in objectives 2 and 3--that of teaching occu-
pational opportunities and providing occupational experience programs.
These three task6, seem to crowd to the foreground of the, task of teach-
ing vocational Agriculture. The question of "how" gets louder and
louder.

The number one fact to consider in approaching the solution to
this program seems to be that we are working In a situation where the

future in subject matter and the future in agricultural opportunities
are a rapidly griwing unknown quantity. The number two fact to consider
is that the educated person is the one who solves life's problems %well
and continually strives to keep abreast of newly found information --
intellectual ouriousity we might call it. Last night I was with Neal
Gingery when he ran into an ex-student of his from Nebraska, here in
Chicago to marRet cattle. The man was certainly abreast of the new
developments in the field of cattle production. However; I don't
suppose he has been in a formal -education program for several years.
B.E. ...rens me he advised him not to go to college in those days when he
graduated from high school, but he did give him that spark of intellec-
tual curiosity which kept him successful in modern farming. Thirdly,. it

is more and more important that the educated person has the ability to
underStand and get along well with all the peoples of the world. How
can we do this? What methods of teaching become most important?

The critical eleients of teaching method apparently include the
processes of recalled use, cause and effect, and -repetition by doing.
Interest must be native. or induced by the method. We then have a
vertical cross sectioning of objectives. Horizontally, we have the
objectives of productioil agriculture, occupational opportunities, and
occupation experience.,..Vertically, we have the objectives of thinking,
understanding, and aPpliirig. The subject matter to supply the meat
which attaches to the, skeleton of teaching method starts with those
desirable and worthlihile things the students are tending to do--for
us--what they do.vOcationally. and agriculturally, but it is very
important that we ..start where they are.
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By drawing teaching thods and subject matter from these
perceptive experience.s.of s ents, basic concepts may be established
which, when applied rough the thinking and understanding processes,
make it possible the decisions may be made, goalsitistablished, strategies
planned, work organi ed, and application made. Basic concepts, thus
taught, grow like snowballs rolled in wet snow as they are applied. It
matters not if the area of technical subject natter we call X is not in
the curriculum, if we havildone these other things well with the subject
we use. Of course, subject matter must be carepilly selected, but it
cannot all be taught. This is not entirely new. Cotton raising has not
customarily been taught in' the vocational agriculture progravis of Kansas..
Yet, I dare say that a well-trained graduate of Kansas vocational agri-
culture Would have the ability to successfully farm in a cotton area
because he would use the same concepts of crop production in Kansas- --
blending them with new techniques and knowledges which he has learned to
acquire, analyze, and apply. The three "a's" of' knowledge--acquiring,
analyzing, and applying combined with basic concepts resulting from edu-
cation experience become the key to success of the educated youth in a
world of knowledge new and strange to him;

Mother example comes in the area of occupations. Assuming the
average worker in agricultural occupations changes jobs seven times in
his career, an important part of the educational process becomes the
teaching of the.ability to acquire information at the proper time about
now unknown occupations, analyze both the ocoupation and self for
compatibility and decide whether the self has the ability to apply his
traits toward success in the occupation under consideration. This is a
different objective than covering a pamphlet or textbook about occu-
pations. Many, firms haVe learned to protect themselves against
catastrophic change by diversifying. *at about proteciting the in-
dividual by &versifying him? A Ifour -job man" might work one week of
the month in an automobile plant, another week in a. steel mill, another
week in a packing bowie, and a fourth week in an electronics warehouse.
This worker would develop,& diversity of skills and probably develop
greater capacity for self-renewal. He would be protected against total,
quick, and arbitrary obsolescence, and could change jobs and job skills
in increments rather than as a total package. I think this also has
the objectives of vocational agricultural educational programs.

The objective of giving the student a bodi of concepts about .

self and practice in applying such concepts through. the Understandings
and thinking processes involved in nee' occupational situations becomes
the more important objective, but it leads to a much improved process
over the trial and error process at the 7-job changing periods of an
occupational career. I would not suggest in this preparation that:wefail give emphasis to the area of 'human relations and leadership.
As c illation develops in our world of occupations, we have increased
need or educational objectives which point toward human relationships.
To re ew the developments which point strongly to this need, we need
to rec 11 that first we had the .maxi at Work, and then the man and the
michin at work, and finally we frequently have only the maehine at work.
The is often removed from the locale of the work. When he is removed



there is the likelihood that some important social outputs have been

removed. When these are removed they become an important objective for

our educational process--these more closely are allied with the objec-

tives for citizenship, leadership, etc. We.might call it Mr. Future
Farmer's influence on the life in the streets df .a big city.

A sinple example lies in replacing the man at The corner news-
, stand with a metal box, that holds newspapers' and allows us to take a

newspaper when we insert a coin. The changeover ismade by an economic
calculation, but what social outputs are lost? The newspaper vendor was
eyes on the street. He saw everything that occurred on and around his
corner: It was to his interest to see that it remained a nice corner, a

safe corner. Those who were out to ado harm had to anticipate those eyes
and had to anticipate that the vendor.was .a steady source of information
for the police. He was, in short, an important part of the .social control

of the city neighborhood. The newspaper vendor was also an expert in
small talk. The:regular customer not only got newspaper,' but also a

verbal account Of the latest baseball scores, the latest corruption, the

latest happenings of Elizabeth Taylor. The vendor had an interest in
talking as part of friendly service to old customers, 'and' the customer
had .a regular excuse for talking to the vendor. In the city city, a
person needs an excuse to talk to others on the.streeto and be tallc6d

to--to be small-talk agents of society, and help knit to'geither people
who tend to pull apart into enclaves and sub - cultures.

By the time we retire the newspaper vendor from the corner and
replace him by a metal box, we have usually also closed up the curbside

grocery, moving it-inside the supermarket, and we have usually also taken
off hisbeat the policeman and put into a radio car, so he. can cover
more territory. At the same time; we also build apartment hoVses ,so
that they face away from the street and are buttoned up to the street,

also that the old .lady on the third floor who used to see everything has
had her eyes removed from.. the Street, and then, of course, we have quite
literally lost control of what goes on in the street. The walls do not
see and the coin-operated machines do not see, and people who do inter-
act are people who do not care. Society fragments into small.sub-
cultures whose members,care .about one another but do not feel respon4ible
for outsiders. This contributes to the situation where in the most
advanced cities of the most advanced societies in the year 1966, neither
adult nor child can engage in the simple act of going out for a walk in
the..evenings in safety. We need to wonder about a civilization that is
one- fifth jungle, where the interactions of men with men in daily affairs
have been so altered that, by any criteria of civility, we are headed
in the wrong direction. This situation implies much for objectives for
our educational system.

Also important in our consideration of objectives for education
is the fact that for every student with the of 120 "there is a
student with an I.Q. of 80. We must also keep in mind that there are
actually five types of intelligence: (1) memorization, (2) cognition
(understanding), (3) convergent thinking, (4) divergent thinking
(creativity, ways of seeing items), and (5) evaluation (good-, bad,

beautiful).



Our schools in the past have emphasized the number one and two
types of intelligence. This Aloes not meet the needs of all our pupils.
Churchill was good in the number four type of intelligence, but was
quite poor in number five.

With so much to teach, if our teaching objectives can be to
organize the world of agricultural objects and events into a smaller
number of categories °aired concepts and perhaps -the concepts further
organized into hierarchies or irk order as those used in the biological -
Seieneeti, and if the 'student. "learns by doing" in applying himself, using
his peculiar set of qualifications and characteristics, following the
basic steps of scientific thinking and seeing the cause and effect
relationships related to developing understandings and if in all this
proc ss he learns to live with his fellow man, we yield a better
edutated individual more aptly prepared to meet tomorrow's world of
yet undiscovered subject matter and th.yet unidentified agricultural
occupations.

"Teaching Basic Production Agriculture": Harold Shoe, Assistant
State Supervisor, Kansas

According to the Institutuion of Life' Insurance analysis Of. the
BoardReserve ard Study, the fact was revealed that young

men are moving into farming at about the same-proportion as any
other business.

In a study by Professor Hoirard Bradley of Kansas State University,
25.9 per cent of 1959 agriculture graduates are sow employed in
farming with 12.6 per cent in farm related occupations, for a total
of 38.5 per cent in occupations -related to farn4ng.

There are 3.7 million farmers in the United States. Considering
AO years as an ''average life of farmers, thierwould meati'a need of
92,500 to. replace.those retiring from the field. In Kansas there
are approximately 100,000 farmers. Assuming 40 years is the
average life of a fanner, this 'would mean that Kansar., needs 2,500
trained, farmers to replace thogie passing awav In 1965 there were
1 .335 seniors graduating from Vocational agriculture in Kansas. If
all graduates went into farming, there still would not be enough
trained individuals to supply the need for skilled farmers.

Businessthen who specialiZe lri iarticulir fields should be brought
into the vocational agriculture..departaents. to give up-to-date
instructions. Too long has one teacher endeavored to know all the
answers to all problem in all fields.

5. A change of curriculum, which will allow individuals to select
specific areas, such as chemistry, horitculture, farm machinery,
farm power, sales and servicess:, on a semester schedule is being
used on a pilot basis in Kansas. This has been popular and will
increase.. ,..

.16
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UnifiOation in Kansas will mean less departments, more multiple
teacher departments serving more students than in the past. The

below-average department will not survive in the future regardless
'of the courses.

From the beginning of man until the year 1830, the world reached a

population of one billion people. In the next 100 years, the world
population rose to two billion people. From 1939 until the present
.day we saw this increase to 3.2 billion people. By 1980 the forecast
is 145 ,billion people in the world. As teachers of vocational agri-
culture, these statistics pose a vital responsibility in teaching

the production of food and fibre. These sky-rocketing demands must

come mainly from United States, Canada, and Western Europe. This

could create quite a change in the farming picture in the next four
years. At the sale time, our stockpile of food is disappearing at

an alarming rate. The excess food we have called a surplus is now
becoming a strategic reserve. Neville Hunsicker, United States Office

of Education, Washington, D.C., estimates that 70 per cent of agri-

culture teaching in the future will be in the area of production.'
agriculture.

The teaching of production agriculture will be of utmost importance

in those states who are basically responsible for the production
of food and fibre.

"Agricultural Occupational Opportunities": Gilbert Guiler, Ohio -

Webster says, "Opportunity" is at an appropriate or favorable time.
Why should we teach about occupations in agriculture, or career selection?
From the new Bulletin No. 4, - Objective No. 3 on page 5 reads as follows:

1. "To Develop and Understanding of, and appreciation for career
opportunities in agriculture and the preparation needed to enter
and progress in agricultural occupations."

We as supervisors and teacher educators have a responsibility in
seeing that this objective is carried out by teachers in the schools,.

2. Today agriculture is broad and complex involving hundreds of pro-
fessional and technical occupations which require extensive knowledge
and highly developed skills: Current trends indicate that agri-
culture 1 become even more complex and more specialised. "Occu-

does not ow" - But information alone is not enough - Knowledge and
pational formation is indispensable - One cannot choose-what one

acceptance of one's own aptitudes, abilities, limitations, interest,
values, fe!irs, and likes are all essential.

Occupations in agriculture are changing constantly and with great
speed. Students gust be aware of these changes. Some occupations
each year actually become obsolete. For example, we have this

recent d tic change right before us--success in fanning, as an
example. Only a short time ago production jobs constituted the

st
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majority, but today 60 per 'cent of the jobs in agriculture are service.
This figure .may even go higher. We must train for a "cluster of jobs"
and not concentrate on one specific task or employment opportunity
that may exist today, but obsolete tomorrow. ""FOr . . . today is
the tomorrow we talked about yesterday."

4. Fewer people will be engaged in prodiction agriculture. Statistics
indicate that the average size fens in the nation has increased
from 174 acres to 302 acres in the last 20 years. Yet, as I
observe classroom teaching, it appears theft all vocational agri-
culture students were going into farming. This we knoit is not
the case.

As supervisors and teacher edueators, we can, alter )this teaching
approabh in our student teaching courses, our curriculum plans, and the
in-service training programs; etc..

5. There is and will'be even greater competition for the labor force.

We would all, agree that the need for opportunities is not our
problem but how to teach or provide for our students the learning of
these opportunities in qgriculture is our problem. That is, we have
ample opportunities in agriculture for ourfstudents but the problem is
that these opportunities. become smothered and lost. in the competition
-with jobti in industry and attractions of more money to our youth. Some
high school Students'are now leaving school and earning $3.50 per hOur
in industry.

_.6. The teacher of vocational agriculture is the most capable person to
k do this job, of teaching agricultural occupations. Thus, the= teacher

in the triangle The Educator becomes shouldered with a
(teacher)

Parent Student

major responsibility of teaching occupational opportunities., Parents -
many parents make specific plans for their, children; but for the most part
they want him to get the best education that is.more Compatible with his
ability, interest, and aspirations.

Throughout the nation we are discussing the problems of the dis-
advantaged youth or commonly known as the "culturally deprived." Today,
however, we need to give attention to our students who are occupationally
disadvantaged, or "Occupationally Deprived.".

What occupational information do our students need to know?

1. Number and types of annual employment opportunities in agriculture.
Geographical locations--number of placement opportunities.which can
be secured from state reports of "available market data."

The nature of the work--how, where, health and accident hazard.
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The abilities required ofoccupationna in. agriculture. Education,

personal qualifications.

Salaries, _conditions of employment--vacations, sick leave, and dues.

Opportunities for advancement in the agricialtural occupations, and

related occupations to which the job_might lead.

Promise of satisfaction--security, fringe benefits, Just to
mention a few. How' to teach "Occupational Opportunities in

Agriculture."

As we teach the various units of the agricultural then time

should be allowed for developing understanding, among our students,

of the agricultural occupations in that respective cluster or groip

of problem areas.

Some specific techniques that have proven successful:

Study the relationship of -occupational opportunities in each
"cluster" as the problems are discussed.

Have each student to establish some specific goals and standards by
which he desires to work by in his chosen vocation.

Assign students additional reference for study and reiorting to class

about a likely occupation appropriate to their interest, capabilities,
and aspirations, fears, etc.--a personal inventory of 'themselves.

Maintain "check list of facts" on occupation desired of each student.

a. Education requirement
b. Physical requirement
c. Unions requirement

Dramatize the "progress," that each student has made toward under-
standing the occupations as we may study credit--marketing, role
playing, etc., in class. Discuss progress of student in his "occu-
pational pursuit" with parents. The image of vocational education
in agriculture must be improved in the minds of the parents.
Recruiizaent is not our problem today--it is communications and
acquaintance.

Broaden the student's horizons and conceptions about the occupations'
by personal participation, personal interview, personal research,
personal involvement in the "world of work" in relation to his
cluster of occupations. One good example is by means of class
demonstration of case situation. In 77 different classroom
situations which I have been in since September 1st, I have not
'heard one word about agricultural occupations or careers.

Through "work experience of occupational experience programs."
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Field trips to witness tut 'occupations. In what ways are the cow.
munity and its resources tiling used in the improvement of
instruction? The agriculture mechanics people, the nursery, the
hardware, the elevator the banker. The M.P.A.T.I. program has
been well received by educators. Vocational agriculture needs
some good films on agricultural occupations beyond what we now have.

Cross fertilisation of educators (teachers and staff) in agriculture,
industry, science, math-i-general educatorsociologist and, psychologist
and school counselors. The school counselors usually have the test
results and,biographical data on each boy and girl. "No man`an ls en
island unto himself."

10. Involve other vocational services--Trade and Industry, Distributive
Education, Wiliam*p Business Education, and/others., Cooperative
agreements' via team teaching are necessary espect to the train-
ing programs in these fields.

11. labor and Employment Security 'Office or other %giiiniiiiimentail agencies
have data reports.on many job descriptions.

12 Use of satellite Committees in the community.

13.1each on the basis of principles--both economic and biological in
Order to develop this understanding and appreciation of career
opportunities as outlined in objective No. 3.

14. We must keep in mind our pattern of instruction in vocational edu-
cation--"the class_work and directed or supervised practice iii agri-.
culture which was studied in class." This pattern must not be
forgottenrLetts not forget there are jobs still 'available on the
farms.

Success in terms of the pre-employment information and instruction
will depend upon:. demonstration of basic knowledge or skills needed to
earn a aiving; knowledge of world of worky-occupations, entry and
progression requirements, salaries, benefits; working conditions,
attitude, method of student self-appraisal, and knowledge of how to
obtain a jsbe,as well as how" to keep it after employed., This could well
be a courre in itself. -

We really donit' know,, yet how wise ninth grade students might be
about their vocational preference. if they had accurate and adequate in-
formation about agriculture occupations. We do know many high school
seniors and college seniors are as naive and bewildered as ninth grade
boys, -so apparently something more than age or maturity is needed to
achieve wisdom.

In this brief presentation, I have not intended to cover every
important aspect of our job in agricultural occupations. The magnitude
of this task will, take considerable effort on our part as supervisors
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and teacher educators, I trust many more innovations will come to light
as we focus in on this task and exchange ideas this afternoon.

Theme are many good -references and much work has been done by staff:. .

personnel and states represented here today. However, Itm sure they

agree we have mu,sh to do as we resolve the prvblem of our "occupationally

deprived" students in vocational agriculture.

?mall Grp= Discussions

Group I: Chairman, Raymond Gardner, Michigan
Secretary, Diane Blake, 'Ioira

Discussed the influence of, area vocational schools upon the high
school vocational agriculture p gram--service areas and vo-
cational horticulture areas can developed on the high school

level.

Heard and discussed' a report of the area vocational school in Ohio.

Discussed the rank and file vocational. agriculture department in
regard to tracking with multi-men departments, etc. It appeared

that most of the programs in the various states are still nebulous
and in the pilot stage. The trend seemed to be more emphasis on
production agriculture, with specialties during the third and
fourth year.

Discussed needs of the student teacher in preparation for teaching
related offatarm occupations. Some felt that we should encourage
technical agriculture graduates to become qualified teach vo-

cational agriculture by an additional year of graduate work in
agricultural education.

we need to strengthen vocational agriculture teachers through
added, in-service training.
Even though many vocational agriculture teachers are in small
communities, they should be 'encouraged to do some teaching of off-
farm related occupations and provide some supervised occupational
experience.

Seemed to be quite a bit,of encouragement to maintain the agri-
culture mechanios phase-bf all related off-farm occupational
training. Example: horticulture training to include the
mechanics of the physical plant, etc.



Group II: Chairman, Dale Adbischer, Wisconsin
Immtary, Norman sEhresmari, Illinois

1. Chairman 'asked for reactions td Dr. Agan's presenta.tion. Comments
e

a. Objectives of vocational agriculture should reflect the needs

of students.
. *

Cautioned against becoming subject matter oriented rather

than student oriented.

c. Student orientation is perhaps implied.

Discussiori on criteria for approving vocational agriculture
departments--considered to be difficult to disapprove a department

for aids.

Reaction to Harold Shoaf's talk.

The poor quality agriculture department will fail regardless

of course offering.

b. Teacher supply influenced 'quality of teacheis

Reaction to H..GuilefIS talk.

a. Integration in occupational instruction:in vo tional agri-

culture was desirable.

Discussion on Kenneth James' talk..

Wages paid in an experience program Shoat be only incidental

to the learning experience. .

In some cases production, agricul4i6 experience prograps
may be the best programs.

A discussion of.land laboratories 'and :their use resulted in

no definite group opinion Or agreement.
s..

GroUp III: Chairman, Harold Shoe, Kansai
Secretary, Richard Karelse, Micy.gan .

The objectives of vocational agriG4itare were discussed briefly and

are generally accepted as given in Bulletin No. 4.

2. The following problems were presented by the group for discussion:

.

4. Should °downtown" businessmen or specialists be brought into
the classrolom?

Based on facts, how manyp:tma opportunities are there
to enter farming?
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Should the vocational agriculture teacher teach production

agriculture as well as related agriculture?

Should the teacher who teachei the class also do the supervision

of the "out of class" work?

Answers:

In the first two years of basic agriculture, the teacher may

involve businessmen to "show a point. " In the advanced. years

or post-high school, businessmen and specialists should be

brought in to teaoh whenever they can do a bitter job than
the regular agriculture teacher could de.'

There doesn't seem to be any agreement on how to obtain facts

or what faets to sin determining opportunities in farming.

,The general opinion was that the agricultureteacher should

teach related agriculture and also supervise the work experience.

It was felt that if possible we should have- teachers with special

training in specific areas to teach specific related areas of

agriculture..

4. ,What is a realistic teacher load in developing programs of agri-
.

culture occupations alongside basic production agriculture?

Appears to depend on the type of community and needs of

individual students, but four or five' 1-hour periods, per

day plus an adult program seems to be-typical.

What will a typical future "agriculture department be like?

Two years of basic production agriculture. Some off-farm

-sett agriculture eccupations program including work experience.

Perhaps basit agriculture in junior-senior years and,the

technical and work experience part of the program in grades

13 and 14, as area schools*become.-better established.

What. about high school farm business analysis? /
Generally, this will become a 'art of the post-high school

program. However, this is a good basis for teaching production

.
agriculture during the senior year.

.4.

Group Chairman, Keznieth James, Illinois
Secretiry, John Matthews, Illinois

1. The group was concerned particularly with the need for lending

-e-N. emphasis to the third major objective for vocational and technical

education, recently published by the Joint Committee of the U. S.

Office of Education and the American Vocaticirill Association: "fro

develop anunderstanding and appreciation of career opportunities

in agriculture and of the preparation needed to enter and progress

in agricultural occupations."
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Schools are having problems doing very much in offering courses in
the off-fara occupations. Almost all schools being single-teacher
departments, problems of.getting.thia.training done due to teacher

. .

time _and load. arise.

There is a' great need to get sphoold to permit enrollment to be
such that'inetractors have time to give adequate attention to each
student. The total number of students per instructor tends almost
always to be too large.
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Courses should inclUde materials to cause some 'of the students to
be inclined to decide to go to school for additional yearstechnical
or regalar college or university. This can Well be a part of agri-

,

culture oCCupation' training.

Parents. need to be informed of opportUnities in agriculture as well
as guidance personnel, _teachers, and potential employers.

Problems in all.. vocational education:

All services

overlapping

Cooperation.-In schools (different services)

d. Selection, of students

Use of advisory committees (not council)

Selecting' of training stations

Correlation of classroom instruction and on-job
instruction

Qualifying. instructors

Grou sa: Chairman, Ray Aggn, Kansas
Secretary, ,R. E. Gingery, Nebraska

The. question presented .for discussion was In curriculum
planning:for a. Vocational agriculture program in secondary 'schools should
there-be a specific approach or generalized approach?

Commentt were as follows:

Post-high school program offerings may. affect the high school vo.'
oational agriculture programs.

Enrollment in post-high school vocational anlitechnical programs
in-llinnesota totaled, this year, approximately 4,000 maled and
2,000 females. It was not the exact number in vocational or
technical post-high school programs but a study to determine
this number was being considered.

.

4
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3. Of .1,100 students enrolled in post-high school vocational and .

technical programs .in- Ohio, around 5 per cent'are in the agri-
cultural 'area.'

Divergent views prevailed as to the degree vocational agriculture
should be explOretory.

One state reported that in committee where no vocational agri-
culture department had been established, few people entered into
professional fields of agriculture.

The NcCra4ken County plan in Kentucky was briefly discussed with
its implication for curiiculum planning.

The "principles" approach and its value in vocational agriculture
teaching was reviewed.

It was thought that possibly vocational agriculture teachers were
utilizing the "principles approach without realizing it.

9. Useful citizenship should be a 'point in curriculum developinent.

10. The question was posed "What implications do non-farm students
have for vocational agriculture programs?"

Questions discussed concerning occupational experience programs
were as follows:

1 How can school administrators be sold on occupational experience
programs in agriculture?

How' much time does it .take for supervising the off-farm experience
program, as compared to the production program?

One state reported that it held the opinion that it was inadvisible
to place students on the job without having related' instruction.

The importance of students applying for a job was Aentioned, with
the qualification that all job locations or stations first be
approved by the instructor.

5. Considerations before placing students on job locations.' should be
made;
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"Ag ricultural Occupation Experience Program": Kenneth E. James, Agri-
cultural Education,
Illinois State University,
Normal, Illinois

It is with a great deal of pleasure that I have been given this
opportunity to discuss thismost- important topic' of the high schOol vo-

.

oationalagriculture program.

In this short period of two Years,. since the passage of the Vo-
cational Education Act of 1963, there has been rapid change and programs.,
beyond 'the expectation of most of us. Actually, it, has been since
September 19, 1964, when approrpriations were authorized.: _Most states
have mOved..in compliance with,the objectives of the Vocational EdUcatiOn
Act to maintain effort, broaden and expand their program. Many states
have conducted pilot programs. In Illinois,- Mr. Guthrie, Chief of Agri?
cultural Education announced that 100 schools had initiated an agricultural

. occupation program. Many other schools are making plans to start next year.
Several schools have already added a second teacher and one school is
adding .a third teacher..

My assignment is to discuss the topic, ."Occupational Experience
Programa." \ I have considered several approaches to this topic. I am
aware that this group of educators are well informed. I assume that you
,havo been keeping involved by reading, sharing in workshops, semin'ars,
conferences, and observing pilot programs. However, there is much for
us to share and learn from our experiences. I am amazed at the amount of
material that has been published.and' the number of research projects
completed or under way. The Center for Research and Leadership Develop-
ment in Vocational and Technical Education at The Ohio State University
has provided much material. It was one year.ago' during this same meeting
here in Chicago that we met in groups to discuss many of the modules and
procedures that were being developed by the Center in Ohio. The Aid-
cultural Education Itaz.1.-12, has devoted °several issues to the theme of
the agricultural occapatiorn program. A number of you people have made
fine 'contributions.

I would like to take a few minutes and discuss 'ways used to
implement the occupational program in Illinois.- As soon as the State
plan was accepted on September 21, 1964, a number of committees in the
Joint Staff were appointed to prepare bulletins with guidelines concern-
ing such areas as facilities, supervised agricultural occupational
program, teaching ornamental horticulture, and agricultural business and
industry. Then the biggest step to preparing teachers were three non-
credit, one-week in-service workshops conducted in different areas of
the state' by the State Office of Agricultural, Education. The-personnel
was made up of the Joint Staff in Agricultural Education, which in our
state includes all of the supervisors and the teacher. educators in the
three institutions. There were other state personnel who made contribu-
tions from the legal division, guidance and other areas. This gave
temporary approval to those teachers taking the course to ,proceed. Other
meetings in addition have been held with school administrators and
teachers.
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We have gained some valuable experiencein working with and

observing those programs. This leads me. to some basic thing's which
should be kept ,in mind when we move to provide occupational experience

away from the home farm or school.

1. We s -t L__1_ of e vocati nal culture ro ram as
ItT 1 r...sk_Lzrzia in Vocation l A ricultu ." This includes the basic

agriculture courses as they are now being called. The concept of total
program development in agricultural education has been proven successful

in Our farming programs in the past. ; believe that most persons agree
that the background in farming through a farming program for two years is
basic for a supervised occupational experience in agricultural supply
business and areas of ,sales and services. Many schools are requiring

the completion of basic agriculture courses prior to enrollment in the

occupations it.curse. in Illinois, the state plan suggests that the

freshman and sophomore years include production agriculture with a

supervised farming program required. This, of course, includes the FFA

and aps.cultural mechanics.'

It should always be kept in mind. that 'a student who has a back-

ground in agriculture is better able to understand the problems of

farmers and tress have a better insight into the work of agricultural
occupations.

2. Iho,,merif,ince..n.ist, be a susqess. This is from the standpoint
of the student, the teacher, the employer, the parents, and the school.

In the past, we have had only the parent, school, student, and the

teacher. It is not to be expected that every high school student will

make a .life work of the occupatLon in which he receives school-directed

training experlence. Neither has. this been true in the past in estab-

lishing students in farming. But the student can be expected to learn

some of the general requirements of holding a job, working with others,

taking orders, being on time, reporting regularly for work,, doing the

unpleasant as well a the pleasmt jobs; He will got help in choosing

an occupation and po:.4haps find oat why he should not pur'ae further the

occupatzwn in which he has receivod his high school training. He can

learn what ii,required for advancement from the occupation in which his

initial training, has. been received and may be induced to take, further

training in an' area school or .a college. The student can build a

reputation as a worker that will be useful to him regardless of his

future occupation. His interest in school may be increased as he sees

the practical '`usefuess cf high school studies and his inclination to

drop out of school .riait be 'reduoed,

Some have wondered if the occupational experience might-cause

students to'becOme so interested in their wo that the sloWer student'

might drop in his qlt4lityof..scii'eol work. T aChers involved in the

occupational program have indica.t.ed that in, st cases the ,students

academic interest; and grades (increase's.

One of th'e coordihitors.'in our student teachtng centers said that

in his first year of worlang with the agricultural occupation program,

that his employers were so pleased that they allowed, the students to
work fUll-time during the-holiday vacations.

fi
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3. The empjoyer must
the training programs. This requires 0t of time and effort on the
part of a thorough and diplomatic teacher. This can be accomplished by
discussing objectives of the program and developilig training plans with
the help of the employer. These plans consist of listing the activities
in which the student. be engaged while working at the training
station. Opposite this there should be a listing of the subject matter
that should be dealt with in related instruction at school. A sample
training plan is suggested in the material prepared at the. Center in
Ohio.1 Dr. Hemp and Dr. Krebs suggest a system of listing employment
experiences to be obtained by the student in using a different form and
listing activities" to be done each month in their Study Guide.2 A written
training' agreement should be drawn up as soon as the student is placed in
the training station.

.

; o cou tio is :class and other class- isijigst, We must make the students available to the emproyeM7's at their
convenience and when "business is moving." Kentucky suggests scheduling
the occupations class from 11. .to 12 o'clock or 12 to 1 o'clock and all
the other classes in the A.M. or P.M. This makes the students available
for work experience for at least 3 -hour blocks of. time, either in the
morning or the afternoon.

3. Cl se c. rdination of the :, erience ro rani is a must. This

means working with the employer on what experiences to give the student
from the start, and observing the student work, but not interfering with
his work. The, amount of time a teacher coordinator should devote depends
upon many factors. Release time during the regular school hours for co-
ordination is necessary. The coordinator should make a weekly schedule.
Periodic visits to training stations are very necessary.. Good visitation
records should be maintained. They are valuable in correlating classroom

ininstruction with on-the-job training d evaluating the student. It is
apPropriate that the employer be rade aware of the visit.

.6. atizatimultr...seof stud to meet the needs of the students.
This should be based on the work that is com ng,up in the bulaness and in
keeping ahead of what the boys will be doing. this is nothing more than
our traditional seasonal teaching in the past. Certain business skills
should be developed to a satisfactory degree be ore students go on the
job for' work experience. This can be done in e classroom with sales-
ticket boxes, scales, adding machines, and cash registers.

4111Missilmsoismallmminumpomm

1planning and Conducting Cooperative Occupational ience,

in Off-Fa ultu The Center for Research and Leadership
Development in Voce ional and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University, Columbus. Ohio

2Paul E. Hemp and A. 11: 'Krebs, 4.1 for Placement
Eji 10- mt. Programs in A Cultum]..Business and Indust , Interstate,
Danville,. Illinois.

tt.
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- Neatness, dress, courtesy, promptness, and such things need to
be developed before boys apply for work experience. Schools that do not.
require basic agriculture courses as prerequiaite to occupational.
experience courses shOuld not attempt to place boys for occupational
experience until after six weeks of class work.

7. 1 ati f stud :t SS v lv th e lo
This is the joint responsibility of the teacher coordinator and e
employer. A rating form should be used that is easily understood. There
is a definite advantage to take the chart to the employer and discuss the
strong and weak points together.

8, r and st t rds-are essen
echtatimaL. Elam.° Certain reco s are essential for the teacher co-
ordinator, such as visitation, individual training plans, agreements, and
evaluation forms.

. It is essential' for students to keep a record.of hours worked and
wages-earned. The publication entitled of Su ccutic al erience and rain in Vocational L tu published by
the French-Bray Printing Company is designed so that it is applicabE3 to
students enrolled in cooperative occupational experience programs.

9.-

of the "Total Program" 'concept and
cational agriculture.. Here we can
training aspects of the program of

n daati n, This again is a.part
is necessary for all students of vo.
reappraise the educational and
agricultural occupations.

In summary, the basic things that should be kept clearly in mind
as we move to provide occupational experience are:

a. Must think of the vocational agriculture program as -a
"Total Program in Vocational Agriculture."

b. The experience must be a success. This is from the
standpoint of the student, the teacher, the employer,
the 'parent, and the school.

c. The employer must understand what we are attempting to
do in the training programs.

d. Scheduling the occupations class -other class
is important.

)fr

e. Close coordination of the experience program is a must.

f.

g
h. Instructor and student records are essential for any sound .

educational program.

Adjust the course of study to meet the, needs of the student..

Evaluation of -student progress must involve the employer.

i. Follow-up of students upon graduation.
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We are constantly looking for new ideas and practical- approaches
that may help us strengthen and improve the effectiveness of our total
program. We must continue to make adjUstments. ad strive for well-
planned instructional programs in the agricultural occupational program
along with adequate on-the-job instruction. Many challenges and many
opportunities are pliced., before us. I am confident that the teachers of
agriculture will meet this. challenge.

Centpa.stwggm
es entsiaLa,,.

WintsiLLfeetija: Chairman, Warren Weiler, Ohio

1. A letter was shared, received from Lowell Burkett,, Executive
Secretary, AVA, in which he encouraged 100 per cent membership
in AVA and the use of the life membership plan ofv$150.00, paid
in six payments.

1,11

-""'---

Recognition was given to members retired or retiring soon:

Harry Neiman, Miciigan
J. E. Hill, Illinois
C. H. Bonsack, Wisconsin
Hampton Hall, Iowa
John McClelland, Iowa
Lawrence Hall, Kansas

presented by Harold Byram
" Ralph Guthrie
" Dale Aebische
"' .C.14 Bundy
" C. E. Bundy
" Ray Agin

The members by voice vote directed the conference secretary to. send-
a letter of appreCiation to these people thus recognized and to
extend the best wishes from- the members of the Central Regional
Conference. The secretary was directed also to request the
U.S.O.E., to send their Certificate of Appreciation for Service.
Rendered to the,persons listed .above.

C.' E. Bundy, as chairman of the nominating committee, presented
a slate of officerd and moved to accept' report of this committee.
Seconded was supplied by Howard Bradley. .W.. T. Bjorake.r moved
that nominations be closed and-that the secretary cast a unanimous
ballot. Motion seconded and carried.

Alternate Member National 'FFA Foundation Board
of Trustees L-Hilding Gadda, South Dakota

Meiber National FFA Board of Directors - Dale
Aebischer, Wisconsin--Alternate, George Cochran, Minnesota

Regional Chairman (Cetitral), C. V. Roderick, Missouri

196? Program Chairman, Ralph Guthrie, Illinois
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e. Secretary Regional Conference, C. W. Dalbey, -Iowa.

f. AVA Membership Committee, Central Region
Representative, Cliff Haslick, Michigan

Chairman, Regional FFA Public Speaking Contest,
Harold Shoat, Kansas

Special Editor for'Agricultural Edudation Magazine
for Central Region, Phillip Teske, Indiana

Moved by Mr. Roderick and seconded by Mr. 13undy.that thee. name
for this conference be renamed, retroactive, to this year, the
"Central States Seminar." Motion: carried.

Moved by Mr. Roderick:and seconded by Mr. Bundy that the teacher
educators and state supervisors of the Central States strongly
endorse the resolution passed by the House of Delegates of the
American Vocational Association at Miami Beach, Florida, in
December, 1965, in regard to the organization and status of the
U. S. Office of Education. This endorsement has particular
reference to the ttrgent need for the following administrative
structure:

A Department of Education with cabinet status at the
Federal level.

A Federal Bureau for Vocational Education. within the
Department of Education with sections fair each 'vocational
service.

Each regional office staffed with at least one vocational
agriculture specialist.

Moved 'by Mr. Ukon, seconded by Mi4. Roderick, that we inform
U.S.O.E. of our plans to conduct fUture seminars as we did this,
year, and ;,send a report of the 1966 seminar to the U.S.O.E. It
was noted that Keritucky was invited to this seminar but could
not attend.

The program Chairman and/or committee was authorized by the
members to select the.meeting place next year and to select
-seminar dates, other than those already suggested, if conflicts
arose with other important conferences.

. .

Moved by C.1 F Barton, seconded by C. E. Bundy, to suggest to
planners. of the Central Region Research Conference .to Select a
new name; After some discussion the motion was voted and lost.

Suggestions were madein regard to the kinds of assistance
desired of the U. S; Office of Education. Theywere 'as follows:

a. Assist in conducting the Central Region Retearch
Conference.
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Help establish guidelines for program development and
evaluation.*

,Effect a coordinated program of vocational agriculture
in the nine regions.

Help' coordinate work between the vocational services.

e. Give leadership-to ,workshops.to develop programs
andTrodedures.-

Expand the services of the FFA and continue the
administration- as presently organized.

ti

Identity innovating programs for postible use in
other states.

10. Mr. Roderick. raised the question ofdesired policy in future
seminars with respect to .accepting offers by friends from,
industry to sponsor a dinner. Motion by H. E.Trton, seconded
by H. R. Bradley, to continue this. yearearrangement. Discussion
followed; question was voted and lost.

11. Movedby D. 'C. Aebiecher, seconded by C. W. Dalbey, that the vo-
cational agriculture teachers, supervisors, and teacher educators,
representing the states in Regions V and VI, assembled in Chicago,
Illinois, this 17th day of March, 1966, vigorously oppose passage
of Section 106 of *H.R. 6118 or the adoption by the House of
Representatives of Sec. 206 of S. 561 so that State Boards for
Vocational Education may continue as the sole authority for
administering Federal funds for vocational education; and that,
the members contact their respective congressmen to express
their opinions. Motiori.carried.

1

.4

Wednesday- Morning, March 16 .

"Who Are the Disadvantaged?": Gerald R. Fuller
University of

j.folind'it.very difficult to prepara this presentation in terms
of disadvantaged youth,atthe exclusion of disadvantaged adults. There-
fore; have taken the'lii3erty'tOtd-oaden:theLtopic to include both
youth, and'adults. This -seems especially appropriate when you recognize
thatNOCational education in agriculture, has always included programs for
adults as well as youth. I will attempt to define "for you the Abaning-of
the word "disadvantaged" as I believe it, should be interpreted in pro-.
gramming vocational education in agriculture. Then I will identify.; some
of the disadvintaged groups of people in our society that I believeVo-
cational education in agriculture should serve.

Society is developing a keen awareness of the need.. to prottde for
the special educational needs of groups that have been'neglected in the
recent.history of educatiOn. As you know, the emphasis.for education of

1R.wr,
1
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the gifted has and still is receiving the support of society. Recent
state and federal legislation plus the impetus of large sums of govern-
ment money has focused. the attention of society on the problems of the
so-called disadvantaged.. It is now respectable to provide programs of
education to meet special needs of the less gifted and .I believe that

eeds of its members

society will give a rather low evaluation .to those pro rams that do not
meet this challenge. SOciety now expects the special
to be met at all levels, of just the upper levels.

Educatorl face the problem of identifying yrho are the disadvantaged
youth and adults This is a difficult problem because the commonly
accepted criteri for determining whether a'person is "advantaged" or
"disadvantaged" 'd es not always seem to correlate closely with the
special learning needs of individuals or groups of individuals. The dis-
advantaged groups that we hear so much about on television,. or read about
in the papers are commonly identified through (1) social class pit'ia-meters
and (2) demographic considerations. These factors do influence the special
learning needs of grou0 in our society but they do not serve as the
ultimate criteria. For example, educators working with the gifted
children do not look at cultural background and family bank accounts to
determine whether the individtals have special needs that can be .met
through programs: develope\d for the gifted. Vocational educators must also
look beyond social and demographic considerations in identifying those
individuals or groups of individuals who have Special-educational needs.

I would like to point 'out that it.is going to7be very diffiOult
for .vocational educators not to be caught in the trap of using only socio-
economic criteria in identifying the disadvantaged. Inyeatigators,'
observers, and educators have long used society's class to
establish norms. Deviation from- theao.nOrms. is used to indidate whether
a person -disadvantaged., I would., like to interject that it does seem to
be acceptable to deviate from the -middle class norms as long. as the

.

deviation is toward the' upper class value system. Specifically, deviation
from the established norms of middle class, white, uibark, U. S. nationals
is the commonly used basis for determining who are the disadvantaged.
Today's schools use testing programs. extensively. The majority of these
measurement programs have built into them a middle class socio-economic
bias that discriminates against the culturallY.different. The use of the
generally accepteOests and measurements implicitly supports the use of
socio-economic criteria for identifying the disadvantaged. Whether you
like it or not, society and our colleagues in other fields of edUcation
would classify most of us as being disadvantaged if this criteria is
applied. Let me quote from the Review of Educational Research: "The
rural child, regardless of his ethnic origins, presents particular
problems for test users whO try to appraise his abilities. His completely
different way of life from that of urban children makes for extreme
differences . at the most-basic level of work in measurement.- His
slower tempo of life, lack Of contact with the macrocosm of his culture,and inconsistent educational *experiences have also been offered as
explanations for his relatively low scores. on intelligence tests."



Federal -and state governments a playing a part in' establishing
socio-economic factors as the criteria or identifying the disadvantaged.
Certain groups in our societir have.been tiald that they are disadvantaged.
This communication has taken place 'in' the form, of the .overall war on .

poverty, social reforms, and the like. The criteria used to identify these.
disadvantaged has. been legislated. Mass co o. h'ications has had a "Madison
Avenue" effect on the acceptance of these 'crite by society. For
example, some educators disauss the problems of disadvantaged youth" but
they are actually talking about only low income., urban Megiro youth. I
would speculate that it legislation had focused primarily upon. the low-
income, white, rural youth that these individuals might have a different
frame of reference. It can be, seen that a strong pressure .exists to use
socio- economic criteria as the means for identifying the disadvantaged,

Who are" the disadvantaged that should be considered? They are
those members of society who can best be described as disadvantaged
learners. The criteria -for identification of these disadvantaged
learners is based,upon the "how" of the learning process. There are
many groups of disadvantaged learners and these groups out across -all
socio-economic levels of society. They may be. slow learners: They may
be fast learners. _These disadvantaged learneriap be described as males
or females who do not learn effectively in the midale class pedogogical
climate found in most of our present day schools. They may be dis.:
advantaged due to mental. deficiencies, physidal impairments, cultural
differences, economic status, or other factors.

I would like to identify four of the groups 'of ditadvantaged
. learners that presently exist in our society. I am going to classify

these groups in. general terms that reflect the reason for their. special
learning needs: The groups are (1) the culturally disadiantaged learners;
(2) the academically disadvantaged learners, (3) the mentally ins.'
advantaged learners, and (4) the physically.disadvantaged learners. I
will discuss in some detail the characteristics of the culturally dis-
advantaged learners that. reflect the special learning needs of this
group. I will then use my remaining time to touch briefly upon each of
the remaining groups. .

The culturally disadvantaged learners might be classified as
misfits in the middle class program of pedogogy. I am'consideritng in
describing the characteristics of this group that the individuals, both'
youth and adults, are academically capable and not impaired in' any way.
The characteristics of members of this group may vary in some degree
depending upon their cultural background.

Home environment' is considered to be re ed to the development
of the learning process. Not all the characteristics of the home en-
vironment of the culturally-different can be classified as negative. The
home may be austere, noisy, crowded, and sometimes disorganized. The .

positive points of. the home environment are often overlooked. These
families tend. to lack the strain accompanying competition as it'is known'
in middle class .families; there is more individualism within the family,
lessened, sibling rivalry, and more security offered as a family unit.
These families tend to have an attitude of _cooperation and mutual aid
between extended family members such as grandparents, sons, or daughters
who haire left home.



The way in which culturally disadvantaged learners come to learn
and knO4 is an mpbrtant characteristic.: The culturally disadvantaged
tend to form concepts- better when the subject matter is .content centered
rather.than.in-abstract form. Learning is more effective when knowledge
is introduced to them rather than having them draw a conclusion from.
.something known or assumed.

Culturally disadvantaged learners tend to recognize and note
c.- differences best through physical involvement in the learning. situation.

They tend to be less dependent upon written and verbal cites than middle
class members of society. This lack of dependence upon verbal and
written stimuli is partly due to the meager use of verbal expression
found in the home. Generally, the family members do not obtain many
verbal experiences in conversation with more verbally mature
individuals. ,

Motivations and aSpirationi of the culturally disadvantaged
learners influence their learning processes. Members of this'group do
pot -respond well to Only'symbolic rewards stick as They are
/Stimulated by immediate reward and are.generally-uninterested in post-
poned rewards.. The-goals of this group tend to be self-centered. They
havashortterm imMediate goals that are of benefit to them-or their
families; They are not motivated by the aesthetica.of.knowledge for .

knaWledgesake. They obtain no motivation from self-coMpet.ition and an
-examining of their own self.

I believe that you can see the role op a vocationally oriented
education program for the cultarallydisalvantaged,learners. In fact,
have we not been serving a portion of this group since the. beginning of
vocational education in agriculture? Now there is a need to extend
agricultural education to-include all who can benefit-from this prograip
in terms of improvement of the individu 1.

I will. touch briefly upon some Of the characteristics. of the
remaining three groups of disadvantaged earners. The special need
group who are academically disadvantaged consists of those youtp or
adults lacking the innate ability to Compreheormi,tra4tional'subject
matter as it is. presented. in the academic.,atmospherd: Caution must be
exhibited here. Many times I believe eduCators confuse the academically
disadvantaged with the culturally disadvantaged. and try to treat them in
thesaie way. As an example, in Illinois there are programs'of special
eduCatiOn offered for the. academically disadvantaged. Often the smaller
schools cannot afford such a program and will.place these students in
classes with culturally disadvantaged students. In terms of the learn
ing processes, there are some similarities but .there are also some
differences. Academically disadvantaged individuals generally have a
concrete, pragmatic, personal, and physical style of learning similar
to the culturally disadvantaged birt at at a less mature level.

There is some indication that the, pressures of our urban middle
class societyare developing academically disadvantaged individuals who
have, the innate ability to learn subject matter when presented in an
academic atmosphere. Many high school students are under such'great



pressures to learn that they often learn only by memory and have a nearly
complete lack of understanding of the application of their knowledge; their

. goal is to get into college. As a result, there are recorded instanced'
where youth are becoming mentally ill under. such stress. I will not dwell
on this point tlut'will offer the thought that in programming vocational
education. in agriculture attention greeds to be given this emerging

.academica;ly disadvantaged-group.

The disadvantaged learner who is impaired by mental health may be
.institutionallzed ovaCtively participating in society. The significant
-characteristic of members of this group is their need for therapeutic
treatment. The Verapeutic value of working with living plants and
animals has lonebeen reCognized. The Danville (Illinois) Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital has a `large greenhoUse and nursery facility for the, -

treatment of mentally.disturbed,veterans. The objective of educational
programs. in this. phase' of agitictlture is not primarily Occupationally
Oriented. The therapeutic vidue of working with the livingplants is
e asipd. The doctors -at Danville do not care if a tingle plant
s .rvives as long as the 'patients progress in their treatment. It is
hoped.that some of the patiehts will develop saleable skills intgri"-
culture', but this is a .secondary concern. Examples of how agriculture
is employed in therapy can' also be found in many of our penal systeMs.

Learners who are disadvantaged due:to a physical impairment is the
last grouit I will dilcuss, This group has -a variety of problems in
learning ' The tHerapeutic, value of the learning. situation cannot be
overlooked. Di many cases- the development bf marketable skills is one
of the,prime. concerns"' of educational programs for members of this group.
Often; this < may be the best therapy a physically.disabled individual can
receive.

Summary,

I have pointed out that.. the term "disadvantaged ' may mean.digferent
things to different.people. Societylkis identified the disadvantaged as
deviants from middle Class, urban, white, U,. S. nationals. Deviation is
presently measured primarily on the basis of social status cultural
background, and/or the economic: level, of an individual.

I liave.mad,e, the point that in programing vocational education in
griculture the disadvantaged groups should be identified on the basis of

needs related to the aearning prOce'ss. Four groups of (Ks.=
advantage& learners were identified.: (1) 'those whose leariiing is
impaired by their culture, (2) those whose learning is impaired by their
'academic abilities, (3) those whose learning impaired by, mental illness,
and CO 'those whose learning is impaired by physical defects. ,

I believe that in working with disadvantaged groups the emphasis
must.be on the individual and not on occupations. Vocational education
is a highly important vehicle throVgh which these people can be reached
and,,aided. I am willing-to bet that programs developed in vocational
education in agriculture which are 'people centered" will have a higher
degree of success in preparing disadvantaged individuals for employment
and advancement in a eareer than will strictly occupation oriented
programs.
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The focus of the educational programs should' be first upon the
development- of the individual and secondly upon . employment. Occupational

achieVement may be an expected outcome -for some groups of -disadvantaged
learners,. while it may be a hoped for but unreachable goal for other
groups. Vocational education in agriculture should not be limited to
only those di-sadvaritaged.,learners/Who haVe a high probability of place-
rtient in an occupation.,- It .should .be made available to gall disadvantaged
learners who are interested in agriculture 'and can benefit in some way,
-from., the -education they redeive, We are all well aware that a vocational
apprOach is often a more effective learning process for some individuals

than is a strictly academic approach. gany, of the diSadvantaged learners
have an interest in.living plants and' Therein lies' the role of

vocational education in agriculture.

fti

"Report of Project REDYe: Lloyd J. Phipps, Agricultural Education,
University of Illinois'

Situation

In, the infancy of Smith-Hughes vocational education in agri-
culture, there was almost a missionary spj.rit among..teacher educators,
supervisors, ands teachers of agricultdre to structure their efforts toward
improvement of life in rural areas. Early philosophers in vocational
education in agricultUre wrote that the rural or farm boy should be so..
educated in vncational, agriculture courses that he would become in-
distinguishable from boys froth the city.

"An important o,bjective of vocational education in agrictltUre
seemed to be the improvement of rural yoUth so that they could compete
successfully in the world of work. Its objective,Was to improve rural
living and some teacher educators in agriculture, were placed in rural
education departments in universities. Succes's of the program was
measured by the :change in the people in these communities.

Teachers of agriculture were not well prepared in technical agri-
culture, but they were individualists. They had ideas. They were willing
to risk. their reputations on these ideas, and many had a missionary zeal
to improve the standard of living and the culture of rural America. Many
of our early teachers of agriculture were as poorly prepired for their
jobs as some of our new post-high school vocational' agriculture teachers
are now prepared for their positions. But their enthusiasm and drive to
succeed made success possible, as it is now making success possible in
our new post -high school prograMs.

*Rural Education, Disadvantaged Youth, USOE supported
research project being conducted .by.I.loyd J. Phipps and Gerald R.
Fuller.*



In the infancy of vocational education in agriculture, agricultural
subject matter was the means. The end was to educate rural people to take
their rightful place in the "mainstream of society." Agricultural' subject
matter was a vehicle to obtain attention, create interest, motivate and
change people.

Soon teacher educators, supervisors, and teachers rightfully
demanded improvements in the pre-service and in=service training ofteachers. This trend continued until most educators in the other fields
of education stated that the'best-qualified teachers in the public schools
were the teachers of agriculture. The ego of agricultural educators was
touched by this recognition*and additional attempts were made by teachers,
supervisors, and teacher educators to make the "best bettet," Standards
of excellence were established for all areas and phases of vocational edu-
,cation in agriculture. Objective measures were developed to evaluate
progress.

These objective evaluation devices focused attention on easily
evaluated items of the program such as size of farming programs, 'Per-
centage of boys entering farming, attendance at adult-farmer courses.
All of these efforts improved the quality of vocational education' in
'agriculture.

The focus of vocational education in agriculture, however,gradually shifted away from rural people and rural life to agricultural
subject matter. Agriculture became the end instead of the means to the
end, The welfare of people, the only legitimate concern of educators was
given less attention, and more' attention was focused on the improvement
of 'agriculture. The pressure to improve agriculture became a very
important objective.

In some schools, adMinistrators were encouraged to eliminate any
by or girl from vocational edUcation in agriculture who could not hail%
a superior fanning program...

In some schools the Smith-Hughes Act was interpreted literally,
ap. some interpret the Bible,, In these schools enro3.1ment in agriculturerwas pr until, only boys who could go directly intO. farming were
permitted to study agriculture. We were successful, in improving greatly
the duality of vocational education in agriculture. This was'. good, Aut
bikr success caused us to give less- attention- to people .in rural areas
with epecial

.

I haVe been discuss.l.ng vocational-educations b agriculture", but
situations were paralleled In other areas of vocattknal education such
as trade and indUstrial education and home 'economics education. All vo-
cational educators more or less forgot ot.'were forced to ignore persons
with special needs. We were not alone and all of vocational education may
have succeeded in,shifting° from a focus on people to a fcmus on subject
matter .if our so.dlety arid- culture had not -been subjected to the, extreme.
pressures of automation.

Production agriculture first, felt the full. impact of tiutomatioi.
Manpower was released in great amounts from farming, and the clientele for',
vocational education declined at a. rapid rate.'' In recent years the' full

' <,' ,
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impact of automation has also been felt in business and industry, and the
maintenance of the status quo in other areas of vocational education also
became untenable.

Finally, the people made their wishes known through the Vocitional
Education Act of 1963. Society did what educators were unable to do. In
my opinion, society said, do not permit your standards, your objectives,
and your traditional means to get in the way of educating people. They
said, and are saying, broaden your objectives, adjust to automation and
serve people, especially the disadvantaged that you have temporarily
forgotten because they might ruin your "record."

Miect REDY focus'

Project REM-is our small attempt to take seriously the mandate of
society to focus vocational education on people instead of on subject.
matter content. It is ourattempt to focus attention on the six million
perions living in rural areas who 'are disadvantaged, so that their needs.
will not be overlooked in the "rush" to assist the disadvantaged 29
million who live in metropolitan areas. We believe that people are of
equal worth regardless of whether they live in rural or urban

0
areas.

Procedure

Ttie first part of Project REDY is an attempt to find out 'as much
as possible about disadvantaged rural families and depressed rural areas..
We have been directing our attention in vocational education so long on
the,-"advantaged" sector of rural areas that we known very little about
the disadvantaged.

Our hypothesis is that we mist take seriously society's mandate,
to serve the disadvantaged. If we do not, society will eliminate support
for-vocational education and develop new means, probably outside the
school, to meet their needs. We believe that the opening wedge for re-
orienting.vocational education is to provide a family education program
for, rural families. This progiam will ,emphasize economic. and educational
planning. It will .be family.centered-adult educatiOn.

Its pnise.ds to create readiness* for change. Our hypothesis
that i.f .readiness for change is developed, wayi and means. can be found to
provide the courses and programs needed to satisfy the 'needs of disc.
advantaged people and the demands of society.'

pindiries.

We .are finding that we have been ignoring the rural disadvantaged
for so long that we and society are' often unaware of their existence;
that rural area prosperity screens from view the disadvantaged. We are
finding that pockets of disadvantaged rural families are present in even
the most prosperous communities.

Teachers of agriculture often are unaware of the presence of rural
families with special needs because.,they have been focusing their
attention only on the prosperous farmers and their families. Most

4
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teachers of agriculture are willing and anxious, however, to work with
rural families with'. special needs 'its. soon, as they are convinced that
teacher educators, supervisors, and their peers will not crucify them'for
their efforts.

Contrary to the, belief of many, it is possible to work with the
rural disadvantaged. Early in the project we have evidence that the
rural disadvantaged will respond if the educator uses a "person-oriented"
approach instead of an "object or material-oriented" approach.

S11111.1.2:11a

I will not burden you with more findings because I would soon be
presenting details which may or may not be of interest to you.

We are convinced that vocational education progress can be made
with the rural disadvantaged using vocational education in agriculture
as the primary vehicle. We must learn, however, to use different
"yardsticks" to measure progress when working with persons with special
needs. We will -need to develop new evaluative devices and these devices
must be more sensitive to smaller changes. Behavior changes among the
disadvantaged will often be small and slow, at least at first.

We must insist that society not use the same evaluative criteria
to evaluate our success or failure with persons with special needs that
is used in our programs for average or typical enrollees. If we insistthat society use new 'and different evaluative criteria and standards, and
if we assist in the development of these criteria and standards, vo-
cational education in agriculture, in our opinion, has nothing to fear,
except our lethargy in getting underway.

Some Possible Solutions

Panel. Discussion

panel Moderator: Paul. Day,
Teacher,
Fai.rbault, Minn'esota

"Disadyantaged Youth Progiams in Cleveland": Kenneth. A. Parker,

Instructor 'of Vo-Hort,
Cleveland B.0,E., West
Tech High School,
Cleveland, Ohio

,The program has been developed over a period of the list four or
five years-;, It was an outgrowth of the home gradening and, tract garden=
ing program of Cleveland which has been in existence about forty years.

The course of irottort has been'based on needs of the area and the
student.

~411111ilraniorrinWskiv, aimildr.1111~1.110.4141040,VelmoWomow
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The first unit of disadvantaged youth was started in 1963 at ;Thomas
A. Elison Course is primarily along the lines of landscape maintenance
and other service occupations with horticultural implications.

Recently we have developed a program at the Cleveland. Boys School.
The C.B.S. is an institution where boys have had problems with the court
and are assigned by the court. This program has been set up along the
lines of our tract garden program, in the city. The boys get work in the
field groWing plants--working for perfection.

At West Technical High School and several other schoolswith Vb-
. Hort. we have developed our program for disadvantaged youth integrating it

with our regular piogram. Primarily our students are physically dis-
advantaged; we develop 'individual programs, within our course of in-

,

stiuction, and find that students get valuable experience and confidence
which they would not get in some other basic shop courses.

Our basic aims are.to make the students employable as well as
socially accepted, and help them"understandWhat,they can do and then
help them perfect that ability.

Willie C. Davis, Instructor of Vo-Hort,
Thomas A. EdisoneOccupational School,
Cleveland, Ohio

I have tried to take a realistic approach to understanding and
teaching Edison students. There are six characteristics that I am
concerned with in' this program. Namely, group, intellectual, educational,
emotional, social, and environmental. It must not be assumed that the
characteristics mentioned are to be found in. all pupils.

Students attending Edison have ranging from 75 to 90.
.

Regard.ing what is to be'taught and how 'it is to be taught:
,

A. Subject Matter

N.,

A

1. Subject matter must be functional'ind materials"
must be geared to the interests, needs, and '

abilkties-of pupils.

Content must be simplified and :as concrete as
possible.

Units of instructions must be relatively shp rti.

The teacher must build on what pupils know and
understand.

.

Methods of Teaching

1. Use a variety of app'roaches involving all
physical 'sense.

0/

Make practical applicitioni.

.7



3 Make things concrete.

4. Supervise study; 'give individual attention.

5. Drill frequently; report and review frequently.

6. Make the goals readily attainable rind as
immediate as possible.

7. Be liberal with praise.

Results to be Expected

1. Measure improvements on the accomplishment of
the individual pupil with respect to his
capabilities.

Look for improvement in work habits., 'aelf-
direction, s elf-control , social conformity,
.attitudes, mintellectual interest and effort,
rather than in retention of subject matter.

Our major concern at Edison is to train the students to be
employable. We have 44 boys enrolled in this disadvantaged program.
We spepialize in landscape' maintenance, and related areas. .

We try to place all, of our students in jobs if possible.

These boys at Edison are not problem boys, blit boys with problems..,

Many of the June graduates are now in the Armed Services. Others
are gainfully employed in agricultural occupations.

'Our mottO.is Mae Learn by Doing. " That money, earned is always
tibetter than welfare payments. )

"Work Study :Piogram 144 R. Weir, Teacher, VO-Ag,
Cloverleaf High School,
Lodi, Ohio

Basically a two-year program.

Open to any agriculturklly interested student that is_ recommended
by Junior High Guidance Counselor, .principal and parents.

First year students spend three periods per day with vo-ag teacher in:

a. taildr-made study period in areas of their farming
program or related study;

b. teaching work habits and shop skills; and

c. attempting to make the 'students employable.
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The students are also enrolled in classes at :their level of learn-
ing in English,. history, health, physical education, and industrial arts.

4. The second year students--if they prove to be ready - -are placed on

job training or work study programs for 1/2 day. They also spend
two periods under the vo-ag teacher's supervision in shop work and
related study.

The student must also spend one period in another school subject.

If students stay enrolled in the program for three years, they are
issued a certificate of attendance along with other members of their
graduating. class.

Cloverleaf High School
under "it 6-3-3 plan with 3,000

The schocta. district is
urban area.

is a Comprehensive High School operating
students.

composed of five townships in a rural-

"Four Boys, 14-17 Tears I
from Special Education Class": Shaw Terwilliger,

Virginia, Illinois

These boys, and one girl, were with a lady teacher all day. The
boys came to Ag from the* m dee -of November 1 to 3 periods per day until
May 15th.

Shop skills were used to teach some *arithmetic, drawing and
planning--quite original. designs were developed.

Two boys did fine work, one pdor, and one not that good. All
were eager to try to learn.

There were no discipline problems in Ag. The Special Education
teacher punished.them by not letting them come to Ag.

Attitude toward school in general was improved.

Other students accepted these boys and helped. them..

-The boys were quite happy in the Ag work.

They were interested in:animal projects .although they did not
study them.

They did make progress.

These students require much supervision.
4

They must cl8arly understand the rules and must be corrected
often.
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They respond well to praise.

51

They cannot take joking and deeply resent anyone making fun of them.

They are hungry for success, attention, and .acceptance by other
students.

We have much to offer these people; they should be grouped
- together for most work but occasionally profit by being mixed with
regular classes.

They love their teachers.

A teacher-must be very patient, willing to repeat directiont many
times, tactful in pointing out mistakes, free with praise, and have iron
nerves and a love for people to do the work.

Agriculture is a wonderful tool subject to help these people.

"Looking Ahead to Programming Special
Reports in Vocational Agriculture
for Disadva.nta4e4 Yotiths": Clifford E. Minton; Field ,Representative,

Persons With Special. ileeds,*. Division of
Vocational and Technical Education, U. S.
Office of Educatlan, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare

The opportunity to review factors relating.to the topic "Looking
Ahead to Programming Special E.ffortg in Vocational Education for Dis-
advantaged Youths" is appreciated. the planning. of the conference pro-
gram indicates your interest in coming to grips with a timely subject
which has basic implicatac,.r.s for vocational education. This is signifi-
cant because it ind.::::ates you do not believe in the .inevitability of
progress and that planning for progress is necessary.

Programming realistic diversified offerings for disadirantaged
youths presents one of the-most important and complex challenges faced
by public vocational education during the past half-century. Un-met needs,
public interest; and our educational mission suggests, if not dictates,
expansion and changes in the traditional patterns of approach and offerings
in vocational educatiOn.

The thdory that the vocational educator can no longer afford to be
a_narrow specialist has been emphasized. We must increasingly be involved
in the mainstream of societal problems that beim upon the mission of
public education.

The tremendous number of school drop-outs, estimated to be-
1,200,000 in '1965, causes a great waste of our youths,. and inflicts a
heavy- social- and economic cost upon the natioai. -

fi
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Education for productive work. is obviously not the only solution
the. socio- economic problems facing the nation, but occupational edu-

cation is a basic ingredient, because it is in the schools that the, ttagid
cycle'of poverty, unemployment, Low economic growth, and inadequate.edu-
cation Can be broken.

The insight and leadership among vocational education specialists
will be decisive on determining the degree to which educators generally
will acknowledge the absolute necessity for skilled manpower' and that
excellence in vocational training is as educationally significant as
abstract academic achieveMent.

It is important that emphasis be placed on excellence in one's
occupation as well as on the kind of occupation. The image that one has
of 'himself because of his occupation is significant. It is my'guess that
many students have been deterred from vocational education because of an
unrealistic image. Public relation firms imply that many images are
created and that many of the created images are not generic. The job of
intellectually honest image creation is important to educators in vo-
cational education.

Major Points for Consideration
Programs for Disadvantaged Youths

1. The potential in ability and intelligence.

2. Interdisciplinary approach.

3. Diversification of course offerings to
employment opportunities.

meet the demand of

4. The involvement of parents in career planning.-

5. The utilization'of community resources.,

6. Personnel requirements.

7. Research as a tool in program planning and development.

8. ReaChing the student.

Provisions of the Vocational -Education Act of 1963 which are
pertinentito programming for the disadvantaged are:

1. Maintaining, extending, and improving preient prOgrams.

2. The development of new programs.

3. Provide part-time employment for needy vocational students.

4. Service for all persons of all ages in all communities of the state.

5. It provides for vocational training and re-training that is geared
to the labor market (including new occupational fields).

.1
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The Act embodies the philosophy that all our citizens must have
access to education and training that is of high quality and realistic _

in terms of opportunities for gainful employment. This service should'be
available to all, from the least able. and the disadvantaged to thos'e of a
high level of tslchnical EtbiUty

he Forthcomin Evaluati n of Educational

.,.. .

Efforts i the States
Mr

In relation to the resources available, it appears reasonable to
assume that the evaluation will emphasiie matters Of this type:

1. The adequacy of
of

Plans and the, actual degree of
implementation of State Plans in accordance with their.
docuMented projections.

The effective_ use made by the local school agency of the
flexibility provided for" in the Act for more inclusive

. .

program developMent.and implementation.

The degree of interdisciplinary relationships, and the
lines of communication, -and the bonds of cooperation with
other public and voluntary agencies which can contribute
to preparing citizens to meet the problems of life.

4 While compliance with administrative :regulations is
important, I believe the-evaluation will place heavy
emphasis on indices :of effective leadership focused on
the objective of proiiding vocational training and re-
training geared to labor market needs, for persons of
all ages and groups, and particularly those with special
needs.

The degree of the dent made in the number of
dependent unproductive consumers, the increase
of productive consumers-ma believe the oval Lion
will be weighed in terms of 'progress and re its
rather than procedural details...

In the light o; needs and -the public interest, it ;is asonable to
assume that through Congress the evaluation will have significant implica..
tions regarding the future relative status of vocational. eduCation in the
public schools and the leadership in vocational eication.

If there should be those who4ould like to maintain the status
quo in vocational education, it is evident that they will find that the
STATUS will not M. .

Upon request from the state, the U. S. Office of Education can give
consultant and other services to. help solve many problems that I have cited
or implied. I, urge you to envision our office together with the institu-
tions which you represent as parts of a powerful team that is engaged in
the conservation of human yesources.

I
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programs of Adult Education
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"Current Topics" Approach:- George Sef nit, Iowa

4
Taught for 20 yOftrs in Algoma, in northern Iowa, a community that

is very interested in adult education. This past year 700 adults en-

rolled in 23 different courses. The average enrollment this year was

160. He starts first with a well-organized advisory council- -his ha

12 members, 6 elected each year. He feels the,adviaory council is tire.

key to success--he has never personally invited a farmer to his evening

school. Next is a well-planned program of work the kind should be

deteirmined by the advisory council and not by. the instructor. At Algoma

'the council choses the "current topics" approach. Meets needs, increases

enrollitent, and builds support for vocational education. This approach

giies farmers a better way to help keep up-to-date--mechanization,
chemicals, etc. You either keep up.or you are out. Next requireMent

for. success is that of proviotion--they will come only if it is attrac-

tive to them. Fourth; is the method of instruction. The specialists_

or the commercial representatives will not make the class. Ncccom-.

mercial representatives ,allowed at Algoma. Final point: the problem of

follow-up. We only stipulate thinking in-the class, the real teaching

is done on the farm.

The secret of the evening program is that it is :the people!

rp...012.3171

"The Unit (Farm Management)" Approach: Chris Beck, Minnesota

Futare economic growth of an 'area depends upon the extent of the

education of:people.' Procilletion is the basis of existence z-the strength

of the nation-lies close to the soil. Farm management, high school area:

learn concepts and attempt to motivate parents at home. Complete and

accurate records are .essential. The adult program must be well planned.

Records are the basisof instruction. Program should, be set up

',for two or more years. Farm Management I, etc. Wives do attend because

they often keep records and, of course, are important in decision making.

Beck likes to bring a calculatoi out on a farm- visit - -can do feed checks,

etc. They can compare their own with averages. Start a new group each
)year--after two years they go into a seminar group which is much like the

Algoma, Iowa approach described by George Sefrit.

Area vocation schools have area'coordination in Ag. Ed.--they are

reimbursed one hundred per cent "for salary' and travel--biggest respon-
sibility is in the analysis. Mt* Beck then described the process of
analysis., In teaching he uses the discuision approach. Panels -are.

successful; also, small group tours.

0

r
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"A Critical Look at Ottr 'ocational
Agriculture Program for Adults"

, R. L
4.

,

371 'teachers. in 306-schools. Reached 8,500 faimei.e--2,900. Were
young . farmers. 4 f

81% of departmelits.-cOnducted elatsesi" 44 visits per student.
Average attendande.Of 31 per c1a is0.

One problem is that ,they. are working Wilththe adult farmers who
are 'really 3001 due to retire. in ,groups there are 800:.dues.paiingmembers r A- large _number have over two years of coliege. and farm an
average, of 400 acres arid have over $50,000 invested.

1.. Cooperation between educational agencies.now reimbursement
sper hour 02.50 at. State level) with hope that local board
will match this. Need two hours on farm instruction per
hour of classroom instruction.

Z. Too.many teachers depend upon commercial people.

'3. Administrators , in- general, do not support adult' education.

4. Turnover of teachers (nearing 20%).
Many do poor- jobs-extra duty; no follow-up.

55

Doyle Beyl, Wisconsin:

One of really important programs.-, Increasing per cent of contact
with faIrmers. Big loss in number of dairy farmers and in dairy cattle
numbers.

4*

1. More individual instruction for Y.F.; perhaps less ceded for
farm mechanics.

2.. Program easy to defend. Have income on figures-showing
increase in net income figures.

3. Is it to our advantage to train three farmers for $10;000
gross, or one with .a gross of .$30,000?

4. Electrical analysis-of records is most effective.

5. Farm finance is an area of neglect-;-especially under
regular instructors.

.

6. What can we contribute to the fellow rho is going off the farm?

T
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A few basic changes have taken place in Missouri:

.1. Nuniber of mechanics-courses have increased.

2. Two hundred thirty-five departments of vo-ag;
thol-. T.F.-, lave 200 series.

a. 4,100 'plus students

b. 80 were production 'courses

120 mechanics.in nature, 88 of them Welding -

Classes scheduled at convenience of students when
/ facilities are available..

Three to five sessions per topic area (minimum).

Reimburse 75% of cost of special instructors where needed/
sto

Glen Nicklas, Nebraska: 4$

All adUlt work is done by teachers of agriculture--he gets $15

per meoting-41inimum of 1.0 meetings,,enrollment of 10 and must attend at

least three meetings. Last year a bonus was given to a school if they
have a complete program, but this was dispensed.iith in 196546..

They offer production classes and farm management. This year a
- ...

has been added-- non -farm agriculture class. The teacher does not

41ave to make follow.iup'visits.

Thirtg-three Y.F, classes\ 102 A.F. classes; 7 non -farm agri-
Culture classes; 5 farm management classes, making a total of 147 classes.

'Farming is a profession for professionals. Feel they need:

1. More support from administrators, and

2. More multi-teacher depattmeds.

James McGuire. Indiana:
o

Have our adult education programs in agriculture kept Up with
the times? -

1. Farm management approach and electrical record
analysis is new. k

We now have lost .groundusing commercial specialists,

Have we run with the ball or have we merely let out the air?
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Problems (similar to others mentioned):

1. Qut.of.school load not considers& a part .of teacher
load by administrators.'...

tack of continuity in progravie

el.iiirelatatiostruo-tiort:',;'

Insufficient folloW.Up instruction.

Instictors feel outdated. /
Instructors are confused over their roll.-- educators'
or technicians.

.4

.Discussion Gru
. Chairman, Phil Teske, Indiana R.

A
SUbject: .Programs for Young Farmers and Adults,.

Preparing to Enter Farming. .

Following questions raised:.
4

1. ,What types of /programs of ."systematic instruction?" Current
topics or unit, or both.

Developing teacher :and- adMinistrator concept of 'progiams?
High school + Y.A., A.F-. or: H.S. Y.A. A.F.

Organization and promotion of programs?
Advisory council

,Y.F.

'Competency and load of instructors.
Regular instructor and/or special instructor.
Single vs.. multiple.teacher instruction.

Reimbursement policies' to 6rganize, promote to/orBase salary'+ vs. total salary for total program.$ per program vs.. $ 'per class session.
expand?

Question was raised as to establishmentof national Y.F. organiza-tion. We are not ready now. 4.

Developing teacher and administrator concept of program and re.imbursement policies. Iowa considers one adult class gs one- quarter oftheir load, with no added reimbursement. Ten lessons for an adult;15 lessons for young farmer class. ,

Question was raised=iiw does a teacher get release time for teach-ing a W. or A.F. class over another class? Reviewed Indiana's prp-gram of reimbursement.
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Group B: Chairman; Jikes Bailey, Missouri

Programs for Adults Preparing to
Enter Off -Farm Oboupations.

Our responsibilities.:

1. To any age person ,who can benefit from
.preparatory training. ,

,.!
Can be full4ime in training progT4am or part-
tipe in the training program..

Training Will be done 'in:

1. Area vocational i6o01.

2. CoMprefiensive Junior College

Will probably be difficult fo.the local Vol-
cational agriculture department to do this,
except as the school ,secures a person or persons
specifically for this training.

Some examples: 4 ....

1. Agriculture salesmanship.

2. Agriculture mechanics.

3.. Artificial inseminatdis.

.4. Landscape specialists.,

5&>Dairy technology..,
V ;

6. Aural:finance.

7. Soil technicians.

8. Aerial spraying.

9. Conservation technicians.

We had some trouble with.4the terms:

Preparatory training and supplementary training.

,
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Chg.:divan Harold Urton, South Dakota

Subject: . for Adults Engaged in Farming
Avg.

I

Instructor .handles the class but often 80-90 per cent of the
answers are given by.the men in the class;

59

`Regularly scheduled time set for farmers to make :contacts with '
instvue r.. helps conserve time.and. energy in both answering questions and
planning farther contacts.

Each instructor will need to determine whether-:there be both a-,
young fanier and adult farmer program.

.
Foliow-up with letters ,announcing programs and dates of meeting.

Send out entire program.,

"Effective advisory councils 'are mandatory.

Group A: Chairman, J. R. Warmbred, Illinoid

Subject: Programs for Adults Ragaged in Off-Farm
Agricultural Occupations: There seemed to be unanimity
of opinion that Vo-Ag has not only capability but
responsibility to provide instruction for this group --
both living and/or working on or off the farm.

Is anything being*done?

Glen Nicklas, Of Nebraska, was asked to discuss in more detail the
plans and activities in that state.

It was pointed out that the 1965 State, Plan provides for in-
struction of this nature--major difference being that no follow-up'
instruction is required. Welding was the-only specific course.

(It was suggested that associations might strongly support it; e.g.,
Farm Equipment Association, Nursery Association, etc.)."

Race horse management and landscape-nursery .pro.grams are conducted'
in Michigan; turf management courses in Ohio

4

§tais2.4.1

Th.ursdnin .Marc

Subject: Post-Secondary and Technical Education in Agriculture, Chairman,
Harold Byram, Michigan.

Iowa 4.6- C. W. 'Dalbey

1. Program started with 10, now have 34.. Will have 6 teachers
this year with 60 enrolled.

. , .

ti

1

4
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One program at Masony City and one at Cedar Rapids:.

A course is to start it Esterville on fertilizers...

,

1111201gag,.., Clifford Haslick

.

The post-high school program detcribed4n this report is limited to
the two-year technical training program offered at Mich'igan State Uni-
versity.. The .purpose of this program.is prepkre students for the
business of farming and for ,employment in off -farm agricultural occupa-
tions. The program offered aid the length of each is as follows: .

Pro th
On Camou.s, On tthe.;k7Ob,,.

ung.Firmer
Commercial Floriaulture
glevator and Farm Supply
him Equipment 'Service and Sales
Nursery and Landscape Management
Soil Technology

32 weeks
4 quarters
4 "

4
4 "

4

An important characteristic or the technical training program is
the combination of classroom instruction with on-the-jab experience.
Students begin the program by attending classes on the campus &is a
minimum of two quarters and then return to the home .farm or are placed
in agricultural businesses for practical experience. A coordinator is
responsible for each of the programs mentioned above. His responsibilites.
include:

*le

-1. locating places of employment.

2. Working with the employer to determine competencies
which the student must acquire..

Development of work agreements.'

Supervision of on-therjob trainees.

5.. Advising and counseling studentd.

6. Teaching classes.
t )

7. Working with industry and trade associations.

8. Placement following graduation..,

Following the work,experlence,.with,the exception of those in
commercial floriculture, students return to the campus for additional
classroom instructiqa for two quarters.
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Consideration is being given to further expansion of the program
and present plans call for offering a new program in Turf Ninagernent
beginning in September, 1966. Other new programs anticipated include:

Food ScienCe - 'Fall 1967
Pest Control Operators
Farmatead Mecha.nizat,ion , .

Approximately 400 students are currently enralledt
. .

0 a

Minnesota - G. R. Cochran
. ,

4' 0 lilbo

61

We are- just -making a start in post-high .schaol and agriculture
technician programs; We now haire two 1..yeat post-high school programs.
These programs are desIgned ViiMatily for-students who plan-to return to
the farm althea& number shave been employed In agricultural occupa-
tions and have performed satisfactorily. We have one 2-year plant and

technicia'n program in' operation. To .date, interest in the program
. is good and we-feel it will pOint the-way for other schools in cievelop-

ment. of technician programs in other areas cif instruction.

.We do have a iroblem of-just where the poitophigh school Skid-
citional educatiOn 4-program will be loOated. .

a4 (

Some tof the problems we hive are lack of reliable inform' tion on
occupational needs and opportunities and lack of manpower.

. We have had two meetings of state-wide advisory in
development of course offerings and procedures._ There is a local'advisory
committee for Bach program conducted by the area schools. -s.

Some of the areas where we anticipate new programs will be
developed are: conservation aide, farm' structures and materials

:handling, and cooperative management training.

Subject: Post-Secondary Education In Agriculture. in Ohio. Warren. '-

Weiler made introductory 'statements about start of program.

Springfield Technical Schobl -11. B. Drake, Coorc3.inator of Agricultural
Technologies,

. .

A. Existing programs at Springfield

Data Processing
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Agri-Business
Agricultural Equipment

B.* Building plans I

(.1

Now housed in a wing of City High School.
$2,000,000 building being constructed with Board of Regents
money.

,,, -or".070

0
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Procedures ;of operation f

Securing' and selecting students
Securing and selecting instructors (qualifications)

60% full -tiime
40% part-time

10--Curriculum
'Placement training
Placement of ,graduates
Follow-up of graduitte5"::

Discussiap led by Ralph Bender, Ohio

Jr%

1. Program for 'first six months was finariced 100%; after that
it was by 79$ Federal aid.

Satisfactory background and interest as determined.by
interview qualifies itudeqt for enrollment.

Follow-up of %students is done by visitation with worker
and employer. a

4. The total cost is. aboUt 400.00, $300 of which comes from
tuition; balance is State funds.

5. .Students are enrolled on..a rather high selective basis.

6. Walter Jacoby inject ci* the thought that he felt there was
still a need for training the"mediocre student.

Subject: Development of the Kenosha, .Wisconsin, -Post -High School
Program in Ornamental.Horticulture

Report by Doyle Beyl:

Our vocational schools have been in existence 94 years; however,
they have been.oprimarily supported by the city in which they 'llie located.
Agriculture was slow in being accepted; now they.are becoming area

. located and supported,.
VI

First meeting with advisory council, 7 men in the florist business

First fitep:determine need of program:

Play thiS by ear

b. May have an .organized group, such as
Upper -Michigan florists association

Formation of an advisory council--this is-most important.
Get industry advice and support

4E4
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Second step -what does industry want?

a. Curticulum

b. Facilities

63

Third step -.what will the state andfederal-suppOit-be?

Fourth step . should.this b#4)Corrtiriiied? Yes,. in case of florists...
Na conmittees,were:appOinted .from industry to report on the'

Flower shop operation
. .

b. Design

T. Crop manageiiint.

d.; HOrticultUre

e., Floriculture

f. Greenhouse construction and operation-,

g. Garden plant

h. Internship -.5 week time log.

Second meeting:

/

,Revieied curriculum and made suggested changes.

Selected elective courses for both production and retail emphasis.

Determined needed facilities and estimated costs. ofprogram.

Net with repreientatiVeS of schools interested inn course.

They questioned advisory committee.

We presehted the school proposal outline 'and procedure fot
designating" haw school would be selected. The following
points were raised on outline:,..

A

1. Occupational survey

a. Number florlits, greenhouses, e c. id school area

b.., Number employed in industry

0. Estimated fullare employment needs

'.4.

I
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Population support

ao location and size of population. being served

b. To what extent do they take advantage .of
present post-high school edUcation opportunities?

Factors for student potential

(1) Occupational survey
(2) Student. enrollment
(3) Testimonials
(k) Other supporting factors

9

.3. Financial support offered' by local school

4. Do present post-high school programs provide a
suitable foundation for addition of this course?

When w uld school plan to itiitiate course?

H. will school be selected? .,

-Batp_for submission of :materials - 2 months
1/4

b. Recommendation by advisory committee
4

C. Designation of program by state board

Two months later, Dec. 28th. -

Advisory board met to review proposals:

1.- They questioned items of expenditure. For example,
they believed the cash register was too costly. until
they found it used for controlled accounting and
extension training during the evening.

11

They gave help in Selecting a house and drawing up
'plans: that would proyiae.needed facilities at low cost.

They deliberated for 'considerable time before designating
Kenosha as the school:

The State Board then upheld this decision on a January 24th
meeting and publicity, was given the program. The purpose will
be to "aid the school as corigultsints and to publicize the program.

Operation of Horticulture Training Program 7
o

1.- Enthusiasm was first generated through community contaks..

2. A survey of needsoin horticulture-areas was made -of."
businesses in Kenosha.

I

Ia



Proposal was-made to State 13oard for vocational education
and was approved.

Growth and development will depend upon the image
of the program and .the needs of the community. '

panel, Report

Thu ida terL._,LAj,..toonMarch .°1

.Subjecti Post-Secondary Education in
Agriculture in Illinois.

Ralph GUthrie:

1. 'Six programs with 240 .students enrolled.,

2. Introdurd panel members who told what had been done.

Elmer Rowley:

1. Works with advisory committee representing 25 industries.

2& Courses include agricultural communications, sales, awl
service, etc. _

3. Forty-seven took training, '36 still on jobs.

4. Evaluation hies been promoted'.

Joseph Dallon, Jr. :

1. Courses include landscaping, turf management, sales
management and promotion, greenhouse and nursery management.

Supporting courses taught include: English, biology,
chemistry, speech, and physical education.

3.. Teachers .meet.with the advisory council.

Leo P.,.Deutsch:

1. There are 850 dealers in the state. Each one needs one to
three additional trained workers.,

.

An advisory council studies length of course needed,
course content, and, general teacher problems.

James Nickell, Ornamental Hortidulture:

1. Recruiting students by:

Mai/ing printed brochures

Publishing articles in farm magazines,



..

c. Publicizing in'newspapers

d. Providing eleven TV programs (this was most
effective one)

Applications were received from 119 prospects.
These were scrgened.to 40, Which was all that
could be taken.-

Edward Kaiser, Farm Machinery:

1. Started with 40; still have 38 with four teachers.

2.' Complete overhaul skills are taught and developed..

3. Twenty-two new' farm implements have been assembled.,

Queitions from the floor brought out the following:

1. Temporary vocational certificates .are approved by the,
Director of Vocational Agriculture.

Teachers are trained by members of the university staff.

Administrators ait various schools4re responsible to the
State Department of Education.

\

Most students4come from outside of the district.

Only Junior Colleges can offer vocational technical training:,

GroupItetLi s

Implications of Infornation Presented for
State Programs of Teacher, Education,
Supervision, and ResearchL.George Ekstrom, in charge.

GroupA: Joe Malinski, Leader
Harold Crawford, Recorder

The basic discussion centered around the following question :

How can we provide in vocational-technical education in
cational agriculture that which will provide, equate and timely
instruction in both preparatory and supplementary trends, meet the
changing needs of job ,requirements, and encourage effective citizenship?

Comments are as follows:

1. Teacher Education

a. Not too' ranch indication of anything being done in
teacher edircqtion to specially train men fir his
type of teaching.
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Implications are that the-primary emphasis should
be on chdosing the loteritial teachers for post-
secondary:iidircatiOn in agriculture with technical
skill and develoi5-the teaching, skill through special
education.

Could.get good merr:'(P'att..1.4iaciieise)'and give them mere
. training in' the technical skill.

Implications for Supervision

a. If funds are being--provided by state and federal funds,
then it must*be supervised by state' staff.

When an institution accepts a vocational-technical
program, then they accept the philosophy with it; then
the first responsibility of supervision is by the
sponsoring institution; second, it is the responsibility
of the state staff , especially if things are not
progressing correctly.

c. It is the responsibility of state staffs to help
institutions see and develop the overall programs.,

Implications for Research

a. To identify what additional knowledge is needed.

b. To evaluate existing programs (not too soon to start now).

To reach an agreement on they qualifications of potential
instructors.

To identify what types of programs to offer.

To identify the various methods that vocational programs
are being developed and to evaluate these methods,'

We should never forget that high school vocational agriculture
Programs should' not suffer at the expense of development of post-.
secondary' education.

Group B,: .Clarence Bandy, Leader
James Bailey, 'Recorder

.104

At present, states represented say the state universities' notot
offer training for teachers as needed in post-high school technical
school teacher.

90.

It is important the prior on-the-job experience of the teacher
has been successful experience.
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An acceptable procedure may be to pair a trained teacher with
iexperenced technic s An example of training of instructors is the

sending of the teacher or the farm equipment or tractor repairman course
to the schools conducted by the equipment companies for their own personnel.

One probleia probably will be, in training teachers, that the number
of teachers needed in a state may be quite small in certain specialized areas.

Illinois seems to be the only state represented which,, attempts to
offer teacher t aining to teachers of- post-high school courses.,

Use of advisory committees is..a must.

We may violate the real 'intent of the total program if we sent ou
the more able persons and plan training. programs only for ithem. Is it

0 /Important to plan programs also, for the less-able persons?

-44144414444

On-the-job training should be a part of technical training.

Group not ;tilling to say how much of.the training time should be
at the 'training institution 'and how much should be on the job. North
central seems to want not more than 25% of time to be on the job. The
'estimates of the 'group was that 25% to '50% might be acceptable:

gmal: Hildifig.Gadda, Leader
J. A. McKinney, Recorder

1. Special"provisions May be needed for certification of
teachers, to meet the demand. Recognized} that qualified
teachers will require motivation for training. Needs for
vocational instruction in Jinior Colleges should be
emphasized.

Occupational trends may be best determined.* contacts
with business firms and referring to ,:what appearsto be
students' interests and needs.

Pre-service and in-service' training should be proMoted;

Competency of trainees,-can be enhanced by.intern*exchange
of teachers. Occupational experienob should be provided.

. .

All those desiring training should be proVided for is
quickly as possible. Arrangement for choices is important.

Group Di B. E. Gingery, Leader
Floyd Doering,.Recotder

The Wisconsin post-high school program in horticulture at Kenosha
Technical Institute was discussed. Some were concerned about the
simulated experience program. Since this is a problem of dealing with
people, would this type of program weaken the overall program?

44.4.4444.44444.444romm444444444444444744.4.
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Post-high school. rogram in production agriculture was discussed.
Few of these programs exist in the Junior Colleges.' Question was 'raised
on holt student, Would get his farsi experience under this program.
Nebraska stated that oneq.fourth of the time will actually be spent on the
fell-either the hake .farmor anotier. Concern was expressed that
student may not get to make Management' decisions and this is vital, in-
eluding comprehensive records and record analysis.

Is it necessary to have farm boys enrolled in these post-high
school agricultiral classes? Most felt the student must be familiar .

with farm terminology and know how to talk to farmers and therefore,
should have the 'farm background. Exceptions were noted:,

"sports of 9necial Tnterest Group

.....2171111211LIMMILIE:A0212.<

Agricultural. Mechanics: Carlton Johnson, Ohio

tew Developments in AgriculXural,Mechanics"

Power and Machinery
Q

Forest Bear discussed a special study of the plow adjustment and
mower adjustment which teachers ohs* ',the quipment and make recom-
mendations for changes to correct adjustment and summarize reports.

Ti3chnical skill workbooks for student use for studying ,combine,
corn planters, balers, and sprayers have been developed and are revised
as suggested by the teachers who use them.

Short 'intensive courses (three" 3-hour sessions', one each week) on
plow adjustment, hay conditioners, and balers are taught to teachers at
outlying centers.

Soil and Water

Roland Espenschied reviewed Illinois vo-ag service teaching
materials and discussed the use of spraying kits which are loaned to
teachers for a $5 fee,, after They are instructed to use them properly.

Electric Power a.....AU)matium
and

Curtis Weston discussed Clinton Jacobs' ,study of automation in
feed lots in Kansas. Regarding the question of why fanners knechanize,
83% said theydid, so. to expand production; 50% said- "to do a better job
of feeding"; 46% said "to save labor"; 30%. reported more accurate feeding
and increased production.

They_also reported that in Planning their system,c-63% visited other
farms, k7% used -the extension serviee, 30% consulted with factory repre-
Sentatives, and 20% Used their own ideas.
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lmm.Puildings and Strupturei

C

Harry Henderson reportedthatinformation about farm buildings is

centered around five areas: Economics, including financing, functional
lequirements, materials available, structural requirements, use of newer

power tools such asstpnedmatic tools, angle indicators instead of squares..

Trends are toward metal plate wood trusses; .confinement housing

for:all livestock with slotted noors for beef and swine enterprises, and

free stall housing for dairy; designs stress expandability and flexibility.

Agricultural Construction
?and Maintenance

e

Espenschied,discussed a new film strip on lawnmower safety and the

importance of helping teachers with skills needed by them in new areas of'

teaching, such as how to read a micrometer,and the types of micrometers
foruse. in Small engine ,teaching units...

Semester Block Units

Curtis Weston reported thgt problems teachers have when using., the
semester block approach are:

1. lack of competency to teach in depth.

2. lack of guidance as to how to fit semester block units
into their teaching.

How fat to go with course content.

lack of course materials.

I

5. Lack of help at university level to Upgraaeteachers.

Avery Gray, from supervisors group, recommended:

Preparing for clusters of occupations; using agriculttral
mechanics consultant committees to select courses, where to teach them,

propose guidelines for selecting instructors, facilities and tools and

equipment for teaching; teach at 11 and 12th grade levels.

Technical ''.duration Prolecti ps

t

Carlton Johnson reported an intensive series of programs on
technical education have been sponsored by the Committee on Instruction
in Mechanized Agriculture (formerly Committee on Vocational Agriculture
Teacher Education) of the American Society of Agricultural Engineering:
The content has centered about defining the terms technician, tech-
nologist, etc; the scope of job opportunities, types .of courses, content
of curriculum, techniques of teaching, etc.'

-a

Report III Reoommendations for Pre-Service and In-Service, Edu-
. cation for Teachers of Vocational Agrioilture is, being revised.

- waml....cly



''A special project on guidelines for agricultural equipment
technology programs is being written at Cobbs ,Hill, New York under a
USOE project.

Manpower Program

Carl Albrecht deicribed the 1:IDTA tractor and machinery mechanics
program at Bay. City, Michigan. He also repOited a graduate credit
3 weeks workshop on farm power will be taught this summer at Michigan State.

frqblems in Tea9hlinft
Technician .Courses

..
Robert Devine Coordinator of Agricultural Technology at Wabash

Valley College, Mt. Carmel, Illinois, said the problems in technical
courses are primarily:

71`

A. Finding qualified agricultural mechitnics teachers.

2. Selection of students
4

3. Obtaining adequate space; tools and equipment, *arid obtaining
suitable work stations for "on the job" placement of students.

Miscellaneous'

Forrest Bear reported good success with three-day workshops for
teachers on hydraulic principle using university staff and manufacturer's
representative.

Bear also reported the use of new plan sheets which include, in.
.addition to the drawing, tsteps for construction, skills to be learned,.
and evaluation of completed piojects. He..mentioned the potential for
using the 8 mm movie projectors for selfTteaching of many skill
activities as a. supplement to demOnstrations.

Curtis Weston xliscussed similar plan sheets: he has developed and
booklets for larger, more complex projects.

46.

0

Jim. Hensel reported that a recent surrey by the Vocational Center
'for Vocational. and Technical Education indicated that 37. of iir,fstates
considered agriculture mechanics as the area, of agriculture education
which will have. the greatest need for teachers in the future..

tuSgaraies *."
;

.

Marvin Thompson discussed :die conditions in Nigeria such as climate,
crops, the people, language and mature, educational system, and.poOsible
future development,.
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FFA Executive Secretaries: G. D. Coil, Illinois

The meeting was called to order by Donovan Coil, Executive Saiiretary
from Illinois, who turned it over to the Acting Chairman, Gerald Barton,
Executive Secretary from lows.

1. Mr. -Edwards discussed the following problem areas with, the, group:

f rme I -

It was suggested that a set of general guidelines be developed
rather than a strict score card. Anyone with suggestions for guidelines
should submit them to Mr. Coil or Mr. Barton.

siudges fir togival tCsiLthg=an
\ .

'The. selections wi be made in early August. The National fin
Foundation will pay the engem to bring three state staff members to
Chicago to judge the at: vities. .

entl...10Lkas. Public S:seakia

. The- contest will be held Tuesday morning, October 11th, "just pAor
to the National FFA Convention in Kansas City. A ransas representative,
Harold Shoaf, will serve as chainaan of the contest if it is agreeable
with the state supewitsor. The states to provide judges are Iowa, Kansas,
and Kentucky. This order is fib-Unwed *soh year alphabetically by states'in the region.

A Iforla...c.se.k, Discuss FFA Problems and Make ctjouLkgamit
This committee will meet in. May prior to the July Board Meeting.

Mr. Gerald Barton is one of our regional representatives.

Igtional U4 Theme for 1966.6?,

Will Need Farmers in Tour Future" has been tentativelyselected. Other topics were discussed and the final selection will bemade in the near future. The importance of an immediate decision on thetheme was stressed. Theme selected is "Agriculture--Stiength of America."

1,2.4L1.&VA

. The general feeling was *at the National Constitution,ahould be
changed to admit girls and that the decision should come from the
National Board of Directors and Board of Students Officers.

Mr. Carnes discusseci. the following topics with the groui):

bsc tio the FFA azine
. Mr. Carnes explained the suggested procedures for collecting duesand reporting membership ''to a state and national levels. It wasgenerally agreed that the form should, be kept as simple as possible and



3
that in most states it would be desirable for the forms to be distributed
by the state, rather than maiiing.them directly to theichoters from the
National office.

3. Questissin-FiliAwards we ye tispupsedbv the group. The areas
disc:111046i:

0

41'4-

'a. What new 4 Oprimental and demonstration programs in agri-
cultural occupations, other than farming, have been initiated
this year? Each state representative present explained their
nvs program. The group, indicated their desire to have the
1130.000 train the National PTA Foundation continued for the
eacperimental programs again next year.

has been your experience with the new proficiency awards:
ental horticulture and home improvement? Too, early to say.

What awards, if any, should be Considered for achievement in
post.high school programil No conolusions.

'Tim Stitt lein National 0.0

Jim talked with the group a, t his desire to learn of state
problems that need to be taken up With the board of student' officers.

dt ti Chi

Mr: Sebmidt explained the safety kit program and the National
Safety Congress.. The executive secretaries indicated that they
would like to have.the kits and other materials as early as possible
in order that they can be supplied to the local chapters.

Most. valuable part of the session each year is. the exchange of
--materials and the discussion and explanation that followed.

'The PTA Etecutive..Secretary wishes. to express appreciation to the
program planning" Committee for setting up a discussion group*
meeting forus.. Many valuable ideas were exchanged.

Instructional Aids Specialists: Hero ld 'Crawford,. Iowa

1. Review of Activities in the VarioUs States

a. &111gsdat

(1) 1965-66 Report of the Professional Information Committee,
AVA, distributed to state supervisory and teacher training
staffs. Additional copies available to the states in
request. .

<2) Catalog of materials from Center .distributed in-:
c3.uding lists of subject matter units, lists of revised sub-
ject- !tatter units, lists of proiranmed instruction units,
lists of scrambled, lesson programs, samples of overhead
projection materials: ,
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41.

Tatt u m
.t

(1) The atliO4itoidaTilSitie Unottle Prof. S. N. Pdstlf3friait in
the teaching of biology at Pur4ue was discussed for possible
applications to agricultural eAucation situations.

.
(2): Teaching units for-young adult and adult farmer groups have

been developed (listed in 1965-66 AVA catalog in Prof. In-.
. formation).

(3) A source listing of commercial teaching _aids for use in vo-
ag has been developed (listed in 1965-66 AVA,catalog of
Prof. Information).

Nebraska

(1) Teaching. units on farm management are being developed.

(2) Teaching units On principles of livestock production
are in process of development.

ho

(1) Special coMmitteea of vo-ag teachers are working" on Various
teaching units, with units on, seeds and combed, now
completed. Seven workshops for teachers are held using
c funds, to develop these units.

e.

(1) "A Summary Report of Vo-Ag. in Wisconsin" developed for in-
formation of guidance counselors was distributed.

r

(2) An outline of a forestry unit was distributed.
owa

(1) A list of agricultural engirieezing references has been
;compiled.

(2)'Summaries of the off-farm agricultural occupation competency
. studies were distributed.

Mini jolt&

(1) A. brief. report: on the development of an tipper Midwest Regional
Curriculum Developient Laboratory was presented.

Future Actions

a: .Listings are needed of.both.literature being produced and lit7ture.
,recently produced to keep everyone up to date.

O



a

r
It was suggested that the committee's next meeting-be held
during the August Regional Research Conference, :and that
prior. to that time the 'chairmair check With .committee members
to detetmirie progress in production of instructional materials.

c. Duane Blake .rei-elected, Chair*Am for 1966-67:

_State SUpervisors.r. Ralph Guthrie, Illinois

"Prior to the meeting, all head state supervisors in the Central
Region were contacted for suggestions for possible items for discUssion
at this meeting. The suggestions received were duplicated prior to the
meeting and distributed to those in attendance. After receiving these
suggestions, others were added by members in attendance: A priority
list was made and the following items were discussed:

1. Official business of Region V and VI and Central Region.

The, future of FFA

a. Girls in FFA

b. Post-high school organizations

3. The teacher supply situation.

4. Guidelines in'off -farm occupations.

5. What effect will recently enacted Veterans legislation
have upon verteran.'s training in agriculture.

What has been the impact of the elementary secondary
education act on vocational agriculture?

Supervisors discussed. each. topic vigorously by raising questions
and noting problems, but had few answers or. solutions. The chairman
gleaned the following conclusiOns from the discussion, but they may
not represent the consensus of opinion of the group:

'1. FFA

Girls in FFA
a

(1) Divided opinions

Post-high school organization

(1) Those _enrolled in post-high 'school programs
should form their own 'organization:

Teacher Supply

Very short at present



May improve in two years

(1) More enrolled in Freshman and Sophomore
years in Ag-Ed

3. Off-Farm Agricultural Occupations

A. wide variety, of standards exist in different
states

,(1) May need to coordinate guidelines for OFAO

4. Veterans legislation

a. Little information available on this topic
.10

Title I Elementary- Secondary Education Act

Competition with regular programs

p.

441.

Should supplement ag-ed
\ ,

Some areas are using Programs to assist department

The state supervisori adjourned at 4:30 p.m. with 15. topics still
remaining on the agenda that were not discussed.

Teacher-Educators: A. H. Krebs Minas

Moved by yetersan, seconded* Phipps; that Dr. Harold'Byram
repiesent the Region as its,Vice President, and that Dr. Richard H.
Wilson represent the Region as its alternatp.

'Et,. A. H. Krebs was asked,to notify Dr. C..Hill regarding the
officers selected, at this session to represent the North Central Region.

Dr. Ray Agan.was selected as the representative of the Agri-.
cultural Teacher,, Educators for the Region for the AdVisory Board of the
National Center--The-Ohio State Uriiversity.

. ,

Dr. Peterson and Bradley seconded a motion that the AATEA
support the continu ce ok s Central Regional Conference (with 13 states
included) for next ye r, 1967; Motion passed.

- Dr. Byram'asked whether the grdup should support both a, conference
such as this one and a Regional Research. Conference. Dr. Bundy moved and
Phipps seconded that a three-day conference forL"each,.the General and
the Research, be supported. Motion passed.

Dr. Phipps. moved, Di. Bundy seconded, that Regional Research
Confei.ence be planned for August 2, 3, 4, in Nebraska, in 1966.
Motion passed.

.1



Moved by Dr. Wilson, seconded by Dr.' Roderick, that Dr. liyram
recoMmend to the Executive Committees of the A.A.T.E.A. to study and
then suggest a .'Wiest" method of organi.zation region-wise. Motion pissea.

Discussion of Current ,Topics

Jim Hensel reported that Gene Love, Agriculture Education Research
COmmittee, was Preptring-the Report of Studies and that Mr. Hunsicker was
able to secure the funds to finance the project.

Dr. Bender reported on the work of the AVA..-Agriculture Edu#ation
'Committee headed by Dr.- Ralph. J. Woodin, 'entitled "The Recruitment of
Teachers of. Vocational. Agriculture."

b.

C.

d.

Dr.
states on
by Dr. K
educators.

Suggeitions for recruiti,ng,_are to be sent to the leaders
in each of the .13 states.

Certificates fof teachers of teachers are being prepared.

Posters and brochures are*,,also being prepared.

Recruitment exhibit is being planned for the National
FFA Convention.

called for reports ,from representatives of the variods-
e top s listed in the agenda. This agenda was prepared
.froi.suggestions received through inquiry of state teacher

special signifivance was the 'report that there will be a
combined shortage of nearly 120' teachers of agriculture in the Central
Region in 1966. No relief is in sight for 1967.


